Kennesaw State University

Commencement

December 11, 2018

10 a.m.
College of Humanities and Social Sciences

3 p.m.
College of Architecture and Construction Management
College of Computing and Software Engineering
Southern Polytechnic College of Engineering and Engineering Technology

7 p.m.
Graduate College
The audience is requested to stand as the processional begins and remain standing throughout the singing of the national anthem.

**PROCESSIONAL**
*Ode to Joy*
Ludwig van Beethoven
Bagpiper  Tom Crawford
Chief Faculty Marshal  Jennifer W. Purcell

**NATIONAL ANTHEM**
The Star-Spangled Banner
John Stafford Smith
Francis Scott Key, Lyrics
Claire Pappas and Audience

**TRUSTEE REPRESENTATIVE**
James Christopher Pike

**WELCOME**
Pamela S. Whitten, President

**ALUMNI REPRESENTATIVE**
Ashlie Pendley, B.A. Communication 2006, Bachelor of Science in Nursing 2016

**PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES**
Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Kerwin Swint, Interim Dean

**CONFERRAL OF DEGREES**
Pamela S. Whitten, President
Ana Edwards, Interim Registrar
Merle S. King, Narrator

**CHARGE TO THE GRADUATES**
Pamela S. Whitten, President

**ALMA MATER**
Gaudeamus Igitur
Anonymous, 18th Century German Melody
Lyrics by Cynthia Parks ’82
Claire Pappas and Audience

**RECESSIONAL**
Scotland the Brave
Tom Crawford, Bagpiper

**POSTLUDE**
KSU School of Music Brass Ensemble
David Kehler, Conductor

The audience is requested to stand and remain standing throughout the recessional.
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE of HUMANITIES and SOCIAL SCIENCES

BACHELOR of ARTS

MAJOR: Asian Studies, English, Geography, History, International Affairs, Modern Language and Culture, Philosophy

Mustafa Yaseen Abubaker
English
Ethiopia Kebede Adera
International Affairs
Estibaliz Afanador
International Affairs
Thomas R. Aiken
English
Afi Victorine Amevo
History
Camden Dusan Anich
History
Onyeka Zatta Aniemeka*
International Affairs
Joshua Gregory Armistead
History
Emily Mae Aust***
Geography
Jaden Tommie Austin
English
Marisela Barajas
English
Erick Louis Barros
Geography
Sara Marie Beasley
Modern Language and Culture
Claudia Astrid Berumen
History
Nadya Gabriela Berumen
History
Andrew Willis Brandt
History
Zachary Quinn Braz
International Affairs
Briona Joi Brown
Modern Language and Culture
Nikole Lindsi Brown**
International Affairs
Nicole Harley Carper
English
Raymond Chang
English
Benjamin Grant Channell
History
Suporna Chaudhuri
International Affairs
Casey Denae Cheves
Geography
Thalia Aaleayah Kassandra Christian
Modern Language and Culture
Mary Evelyn Clark*
English
Corie Clements
Asian Studies
Donna S. Cochran
English
Christopher Ryan Coley
Geography
Colton Alexander Combs
English
Milton Saul Conde
International Affairs
Geoffrey Conor Cooper
English
Charles Coronado
English
Jarrett David Craft**
History
Thomas Cruse*
History
Hollis Ann Cummings
English
Megan Moniz DaPonte
English
Tiffany Marie Davis***
English
Alondra Delgado
International Affairs
Aarion Ronea Dupree
English
Ansley Durden
History
Sarah Grace Earnest***
History
Emily Fan
English
Erin Renee Flanagan**
Modern Language and Culture
Kelsey Paige Fulton
International Affairs
Wyatt R. Gatlin
History
Jainaba Gaye
International Affairs
Brianna C’Rae Goines
Modern Language and Culture
Ian Day Hatcher
English
McLain Renee Henry**
Modern Language and Culture
Cody Jacob Hixon
Philosophy
Richard Ross Hobbs**
History
Amy Suzanne Holmes*
Geography
Laura Smyth Hudson**
English
Keisha Renee Jacobs
English
Tirique Dontae Jameson
English
Jin Huh Jo***
English
Devon Jones
English
Ashlan Kemp***
International Affairs
Sara Marie Kissane
English
Jaclynn Nicole Klein
International Affairs
Asmir Kokorovic
History
Robert North LaBelle
International Affairs
Ashley Elisabeth LeCroy
Geography
Caysea Ann Marie Ledford
English
Marcus Lynch**
Asian Studies
Jonathan William Mann*
History
Jack Laurent Marchand
Geography
Daniel Ian Mathis
History
Erik Andrew Mattson**
History
David Patrick May
English
Ivey Suzanne McCraney
Modern Language and Culture
Kenya Alyeec McGee
English
Jeremy Wayne Meeks
History
Amira Wafa Menkara
English
Eric R. Merriweather
English
Eli Jahsua Waals Miller
Geography
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KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

Kelly Morgan Milligan
English
Deon Ming**
Modern Language and Culture
Lorena Anais Moctezuma
Modern Language and Culture
Christoff A. Murray
History
Muhammad Faizan Mustafa
English
Hayley Easterling Myers
English
Jonathan Lee Nordike**
International Affairs
Ryan Kenneth Norrigton
History
Sara Elise Omer***
English
Stephen Patrick Oweida**
English
Nicholas Henry Parlato
International Affairs
Brent Richard Parmelee
History
Valentina Martinez Peña
International Affairs
Reese Prater
English
Michael Dwight Price
History
Kathleen Elizabeth Proctor*
History
Victoria Blair Queen
History
James McArthur Reed II
History
Joseph Rendon
International Affairs
Emmealee Pearl Rice*
English
Timothy Hall Lee Rucker
International Affairs
Amanda Elizabeth Sandfelder*
International Affairs
Jennifer Nicole Smith
Geography
Donald L. Snowden***
History
Brett Erich Stemmerman
English
Taylor Danielle Stewart
International Affairs
Jon Adam Summerville
History

Bryan Wyn Sutton
English
Heather Elizabeth Towhey**
English
Kayla Paige Trawick**
English
Eric Trinh
Asian Studies
Kirsten Walker
English
Antwan De’Vonte Ward
History
Jordan Merrell Warrenfells
English
Aaron E. Williams, III
English
James Edward Wilson
Modern Language and Culture
Angelica Kaitlyn Wofford
English
Dominic Alexis Wright
Modern Language and Culture
Amy Justine Young***
History
Tea Young
English

BACHELOR of SCIENCE


Christina Elaine Adams
Psychology
Eric L. Adkins
Media and Entertainment
Estibaliz Afanador
Political Science
Victor Daniel Aguirre
Criminal Justice
Joseph J. Alexander
Sociology
Lawrence O’Neal Anders
Political Science
Kaytlan Marie Anderson**
Political Science
Kelsie Rose Anderson
Journalism and Emerging Media
Sabrina Nicole Anderson
Psychology

Sean Christian Anderton
Media and Entertainment
Lanie McKenzie Angel
Journalism and Emerging Media
Thomas Richard Archie
Criminal Justice
Charles Henry Arp, III
Criminal Justice
Lana Arpin*
Public Relations
Kensley Reid Atwell
Public Relations
Vladimir AuGustin
Psychology
Simina Laura Avram
Psychology
Shinhye Baek**
Psychology
David Nathan Bailey*
Psychology
J. Bret Baker*
Media and Entertainment
Rhonda Lou Baldonado***
Political Science
Christopher M. Baltes*
Psychology
Patrick L. Bandy
Media and Entertainment
Crystal S. Baptiste
Criminal Justice
Rachel Danielle Barlev
Psychology
Emily Anne Barnes
Media and Entertainment
Janice Nicole Barrett
Sociology
Haley Camp Barrows
Public Relations
Miranda Barzey
Sociology
Zachary Michael Beaverson
Political Science
Jalyn Cimone Bennett
Psychology
Jennifer Lynn Bentley
Organizational and Professional Communication
Alexander William Besemer*
Anthropology
Nia Bethea
Media and Entertainment
Tiffany Leigh Bilbro
Sociology
Katie Blaock**
Public Relations

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Michala Hope Blanton
Psychology
Andrew Blaylock
Media and Entertainment
Andrew Davis Bleke
Psychology
Zachary Tyler Bollinger
Public Relations
Jazmyne Nicole Bonds
English Education
Simone Alexis Bosch
Psychology
Rachel Elizabeth Brandon*
Psychology
Tyler Alexander Breedlove
Media and Entertainment
Jordan Kyle Brenner***
Organizational and Professional Communication
Wesley Everette Brooks
Sociology
Austin Brown
Media and Entertainment
De'Shun Duane Brown
Psychology
Maggie Caroline Brown
Public Relations
Scott R. Brown***
Political Science
Shanice L. Brown***
Sociology
Tanya Christina Browning
Psychology
Cortney Lynn Bruce
Psychology
Genevieve Elizabeth Bruggar
Psychology
Jawaniecika Diane Bryant
Organizational and Professional Communication
Constance Michelle Burton***
Criminal Justice
Anne Marie Butz**
Anthropology
John B. Caine, III
Communication
Kaitlyn Camp
Public Relations
Melanie Elizabeth Candela
Psychology
Kathryn Leigh Carlson**
Criminal Justice
Meghan Rebecca Carr*
Psychology
Cameron Jared Carruth
Journalism and Emerging Media
Angie Shanina Carter**
Psychology
Jalen Tywon Carter
Sociology
Rachel Mae Cavaliere***
Media and Entertainment
Dulce Nicole Centeno
Public Relations
Alexandra Nicolle Chase**
Media and Entertainment
Clayton James Cheney
Media and Entertainment
Imani J. Childs
Sociology
Emily A. Cipra
Criminal Justice
Bryan Clark
Criminal Justice
Peter Sebastian Clark
Sociology
Nehemiah Fatima Clay**
Psychology
Hillary Ann Clayton
Psychology
Christian Haley Cline
Psychology
Keon F. Coates***
Psychology
Camille Olivia Coe**
Anthropology
Skyler Cole
Media and Entertainment
Jeremy Tyler Collins**
Journalism and Emerging Media
Stephen Matthew Comer*
Criminal Justice
Samuel Jacob Compagno
Criminal Justice
Emily Coons
Sociology
Stefani Dawn Coppola
Public Relations
Whitney Dennee Corbett
Psychology
Ashley N. Corrao
Journalism and Emerging Media
De'Zha Brianz Crawford
Psychology
Rachel Ruth Cross*
Public Relations
Emily Paige Cummings*
Media and Entertainment

Kenya Simone Cummings
Anthropology
Connor Cunningham
Media and Entertainment
Raegan L. Curles
Psychology
Caitlynn Marie Curtis
Psychology
Carly Creese D'Allen
Geographic Information Science
Nichole Zoe D’Angelo**
Organizational and Professional Communication
Candace Andrea Daniel
Psychology
James Austin Daniel
Media and Entertainment
Ki’ara Shakee Daniel
Psychology
Kya Shenee Davidson
Criminal Justice
Tyleis D. Davidson
Public Relations
Maria Kamila Daza
Media and Entertainment
Sarah Elizabeth DeVeau
Psychology
Courtney Denton*
Psychology
Emily Grace Deubel***
Sociology
Delphine Kadidia Diallo
Interactive Design
Samuel Peter Diffin
Organizational and Professional Communication
Ginny D. Dillard
Sociology
Alyssa Gabrielle DiTomasso
Media and Entertainment
Dominique Dakota Doomstorm
Anthropology
Annie Laurie Doragh*
Sociology
Tara Elizabeth Downs***
Journalism and Emerging Media
Alex Dudley
Journalism and Emerging Media
Riley James Duggan
Geographic Information Science
Austin Neil Dunn
Criminal Justice

*CUM LAUDE    **MAGNA CUM LAUDE    ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Lamaya Victoria Edmonds
Political Science
Imani Mariama Edwards
Public Relations
Kennedy Jordan Edwards
Public Relations
Rachel Jaqueline Ellington
Public Relations
Tori Anne Danielle Ellison**
Psychology
Christopher Michael Erwin
Sociology
Elias C. Escobedo Degollado*
Technical Communication
Sameer Dewan Esmail
Interactive Design
Naila Fernanda Espinoza**
Psychology
Francine Evans
Psychology
Sam Bennett Ewers
Political Science
Elias C. Escobedo Degollado*
Technical Communication
Marcos Adrian Falcon Marrero
Psychology
Kimberly Farrier
Organizational and Professional Communication
Ivana Skylar Febres
Criminal Justice
Nathan Mark Fernandez
Interactive Design
Kevin Justin Ffrench
Media and Entertainment
Vera Filatova
Interactive Design
Savannah Grace Findley
Organizational and Professional Communication
Craneisha Fisher
Sociology
Morgan Fitzgerald
Public Relations
Tamisha Fletcher
Sociology
Martin Hole Flikkeshaug
Political Science
Breanna Ashlyn Fogard
Public Relations
Jaris Marcae Ford
Interactive Design
Abby Elizabeth Foster
Psychology
Rachel Elizabeth Fountain*
Psychology
Brigit Frails
Sociology
Zaiza Yazmin Franzoni-Arroyo
Political Science
Christine Carol Fruzier
Psychology
Russell Tyler Fuller
Psychology
Rosanna Mariah Augusta Gabourel
Sociology
Imani Nyree Gadson
Psychology
Ansley Lane Gallicchio**
Psychology
Reagen Brooke Garbett
Psychology
Caitlin Audrey Geiss
Psychology
Kristina Rene Gifford
Psychology
John Gilman**
Geographic Information Science
Brittany May Glover
Communication
Amber Rae Goden***
Psychology
Christopher Michael Goden**
Anthropology
Alexandria Ranier Goldstein**
Psychology
Isaac Daniel Goodwin
Journalism and Emerging Media
Cornelia A. Gorman
Political Science
Rylee Anne Gothberg*
Psychology
Briana Jewel Gray
Criminal Justice
Jenna Marie Gray*
Media and Entertainment
Meagan Alana Green
Psychology
Brockton Fields Greer
Public Relations
Regan A. Grillo
Public Relations
Trisha Ann Gross***
Psychology
Casey Nicole Grubbs
Psychology
Carl Najib Haddad
Political Science
Angela Elisa Hamilton
Sociology
Leandra Michelle Hamilton
Psychology
Addison Paige Hammond
Organizational and Professional Communication
Cory M. Hancock**
Journalism and Emerging Media
Amber Michelle Hardeman***
Criminal Justice
Rylee Marie Harman*
Psychology
Sharette L. Hasan
Sociology
Ziyaddah Shadiyah Hasan
Criminal Justice
Kelsi Nicole Hastings
Psychology
Marion A. Hawkins**
Psychology
Tyler Ternae Hawkins
Media and Entertainment
Steven Blake Head**
Journalism and Emerging Media
Chukuma Solomon Hedd-Williams
Criminal Justice
Alexandra Heeter
Psychology
Casey Helgesen
Psychology
Susan D. Hendrix
Sociology
Thomas J. Hensley
Media and Entertainment
Emily Hernandez
Public Relations
Kayla Elizabeth Herren
Psychology
Chesley Lynn Herring
Psychology
William Hicks
Criminal Justice
Haleigh Nicole Hill**
Political Science
Hayden Hintz
Organizational and Professional Communication
Shelby Paige Hogland
Journalism and Emerging Media
Lauren Marie Holcomb
Criminal Justice
Lauren Marie Holliday
Journalism and Emerging Media
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Marquis Rash'e Holmes
Journalism and Emerging Media

Jesse Garrison Hood
Sociology

Lindsey Elizabeth Hornsby**
Psychology

Alexandria Leigh Hough*
Organizational and Professional Communication

Shea Victoria Houston
Psychology

Zipporah Chloe Hruby**
Psychology

Emily Brianne Hulsey
Media and Entertainment

Kaitlin Star Hunter
Anthropology

Corey James Hursh
Political Science

Louis Jacob Hyte
Public Relations

Ashleigh Susanne Ivey
Political Science

Ashley Kaylen Jacks
Psychology

Jonathan Taylor Jackson
Psychology

Madeline Jeanette Jacobs
Psychology

Elexis Olivia Jenkins
Psychology

Autumn Rochael Johnson
Journalism and Emerging Media

Brijhae Ariane Johnson
Sociology

Desmond Leigh Johnson
Interactive Design

Emilie A. Johnson
Interactive Design

Gabrielle Johnson
Sociology

Garrett W. Johnson
Criminal Justice

Dontae William Jones
Criminal Justice

Kiana Monique Jones
Public Relations

Xsante J. Jones
Media and Entertainment

Sonya Salmon Joyner
Psychology

Michele Ann Jurkiewicz***
Sociology

Aziz Abdul Kabia**
Political Science

Alicia Renee Karrick
Anthropology

Anahita Zahra Kazemi
Psychology

Tyler Ryan Kelley*
Criminal Justice

Alexander David Kelly
Psychology

Christin Bailey Kendrick
Psychology

Lance Tyler Kenerly
Journalism and Emerging Media

Kelsi Marie Kenny*
Psychology

Rebekah Jaye Kern
Media and Entertainment

Kelly Breann Key
Media and Entertainment

Sidra Khan
Journalism and Emerging Media

Kayla Lindsey Kirkland
Criminal Justice

Cortney Renee Kiser
Criminal Justice

Kailee Kivett
Psychology

George Nicolas Kroes**
Geographic Information Science

Haley Megan Kropfelder*
Psychology

Jessika Blake Lairsey*
Psychology

Jordan Elizabeth Lane
Organizational and Professional Communication

Brittney Leigh Lanier
Media and Entertainment

Eric Lantz
Psychology

Melissa Danielle Lanz
Psychology

Vanessa Isabel Lares
Organizational and Professional Communication

María Emilia Laeso
Psychology

Olivia Louise Lauzon
Psychology

Nichole Louise Laverde*
Political Science

Brice Edwards Leach
Media and Entertainment

Jenna Romie Leandre
Sociology

Yea Jin Lee*
Sociology

Blake Alan Leibee
Organizational and Professional Communication

Genesis Jazmin Lemus
Psychology

Charles Jason Leung
Interactive Design

Summer Lewinson
Psychology

Marcus Deion Lightford
Media and Entertainment

Lindsey Burkhat Linck
Media and Entertainment

Heather M. Lis
Sociology

Mark Joseph Lo Casto
Political Science

Nicholas Charles Loiodice
Public Relations

Cheyne Rosae Lollar
Psychology

Noreene Victoria Long
Criminal Justice

Luis A. Lugo***
Political Science

Scott Lumpkin
Media and Entertainment

Austin Kennedy Luppowitz
Interactive Design

Jacqueline Renee Mackin
Anthropology

Cynthia Aimee Magana
Psychology

Maria E. Maguire
Political Science

Salome W. Maina
Public Relations

Hannah Mallory
Public Relations

Alan Douglas Malone
Journalism and Emerging Media

Anahndi Maria Maragh
Psychology

Daniel Stephen Marchildon
Technical Communication

Mackenzie Page Martin*
Psychology

Shawndrea Wendy-Eileen Martin
Psychology

Christina Jamilie Massad**
Media and Entertainment

Elizabeth Massucci**
Anthropology

* CUM LAUDE          ** MAGNA CUM LAUDE          *** SUMMA CUM LAUDE
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY
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Emily Nicole Mathews*
Criminal Justice
Hayden Nicole Mathis
Public Relations
Annaiss Lucille Maxwell
Media and Entertainment
Kinsley Maxwell
Psychology
Craig Mayne
Media and Entertainment
Miranda Mae McCanna
Media and Entertainment
Brianna Lynn McCarter*
Psychology
Antavious Bryant McCullough
Psychology
Brittany Renee McEver
Psychology
Simone McGee
Psychology
Jonathan Thomas McMurdo
Sociology
Molly Elizabeth McSwain
Public Relations
Maxwell Leland Medhurst*
Criminal Justice
Aja Sade’ Miller
Media and Entertainment
William Griffin Miller
Public Relations
Mariyah Rebekah Millner
Media and Entertainment
Ashlon Saint Clair Minott
Sociology
Sara Burgos Mitchell
Public Relations
Keaonna C. Mixon
Sociology
Alexander James Moore, IV
Political Science
Kayla Brooke Moore
Public Relations
Shenyia Moore*
Psychology
Tava Marie Morales
Criminal Justice
Wendy Carina Morales
Psychology
Anne Morris**
Interactive Design
Boakai K. Morris II
Public Relations
Meghan Elizabeth Morris
Psychology
Cassidy Brenna Moya
Criminal Justice
Hailey Munier
Psychology
Dominique Denise Neely
Sociology
Katherine Neely
Public Relations
Amanda Nicole Nelson
Psychology
Ashleigh Charlicia Newland
Psychology
Ivy Elizabeth Newland*
Organizational and Professional Communication
Jessica Christine Nichols
Public Relations
Shaina Yvelande Nicolas
Psychology
Chiara Mcneil Nwadike
Psychology
Bronwen A. O’Dell
Organizational and Professional Communication
James O’Neill
Criminal Justice
Thomas Francis O’Toole II
Organizational and Professional Communication
Jennifer Okafor
Public Relations
Ezichi Okeh
Psychology
Kenneth Rafael Olacio
Political Science
Jessica Oliver
Psychology
Claire Marie Ortiz
Public Relations
Raven Osborne
Psychology
Hunter Greyson Oswalt-Smith***
Political Science
Benita R. Owurie
Criminal Justice
Vantasia Chantel Owens
Psychology
Ebony Marie Palmore
Sociology
Casey Ruth Papia**
Psychology
Jana Parker
Public Relations
Puja Patel*
Psychology
William David Payton
Media and Entertainment
Andrew Owen Pellom
Media and Entertainment
Adam Pemberton
Public Relations
Alexandria Lee Pepe
Political Science
Lawrence Scott Perkins, Jr.
Political Science
Katie Christine Peterson*
Psychology
Kalyne Marie Petrlik
Media and Entertainment
Marcus Dion Pettiford
Anthropology
Alexandra Christina Pettigrew
Psychology
Vy Ngoc Pham
Psychology
Juliana Marie Piazza
Public Relations
Clarens Pierre
Criminal Justice
Courtney Pirkle
Psychology
Merianna Elizabeth Pitts*
Public Relations
Elizabeth Pomawski
Anthropology
Carter Jameson Pope***
Political Science
Destiny J’ne Porter
Psychology
Logan Paige Porter
Public Relations
Mariyah Posey
Psychology
Breanna Postlewaiite
Media and Entertainment
Daniel Bennett Prothero
Public Relations
Andrew Robert Queen
Geographic Information Science
Alaina Nicole Quiles
Psychology
Sarah Katharine Ramsaur*
Psychology
Ashley Ann Ramsey-White
Sociology
D’Yana Cymone Rayfus**
Media and Entertainment
Tyler Eric Regelsky
Public Relations
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Kevin Udo Reif
Organizational and Professional Communication

Brenna M. Reyes
Psychology

Ashley Caroline Rhodes
Psychology

Rodnessia Deshell Rhodes
Criminal Justice

Ansslee Meghan Rice
Sociology

Taylor Allison Richards*
Organizational and Professional Communication

Eric Gustav Riera
Public Relations

Emily Nicole Ring*
Psychology

Luis A. Rivera**
Media and Entertainment

Jeffrey T. Roberts
Anthropology

Kiera Le’Ane Robinson
Media and Entertainment

CJ Lee Rooks
Political Science

Jasmine Carlayasia Roper
Psychology

Zavier Q. Rosser
Criminal Justice

Melissa. M. Rowe
Political Science

Dahn Alyssa Royal
Criminal Justice

Kristen Marie Rusher*
Psychology

Brett Cooper Russell*
Psychology

Jasmine Denise Russell
Media and Entertainment

Bianca Sarrecchia
Psychology

Ahmad Sarris***
Psychology

Abyre Elizabeth Sattele**
Public Relations

Christina Nicole Schmid
Psychology

Kayli LeeAnn Seagraves
Psychology

Juliano Shaded
Sociology

Jason C. Shaft
Interactive Design

Sabrina Sheibani**
Psychology

Taylor Leigh Sheridan
Political Science

Bethany Vallorani Shields*
Psychology

Jenay Amaury James Simmons
Psychology

Hannah Nicole Singletary***
Sociology

Alexis Skelton*
Organizational and Professional Communication

Rachel Elizabeth Skowron
Psychology

Laura Brooke Sledge
Criminal Justice

Rachel Smedley*
Public Relations

Barry C. Smith II**
Interactive Design

Erica Lynn Smith
Psychology

Jessica Caillit Smith**
Psychology

Nicole Renee Smith
Criminal Justice

Steffen Wesley Smith, III
Public Relations

Victoria Lorraine Soca
Journalism and Emerging Media

Amanda Bryce Stanley
Psychology

Aspen Dee Starbird*
Psychology

Cassidy Faythe Steele
Anthropology

Christopher Garrett Stegelman
Criminal Justice

Christina Stephens
Anthropology

Justin Christopher Stewart
Public Relations

Khyri Stewart
Criminal Justice

Michael Solomon Stewart
Criminal Justice

Danielle Denise Stock
Psychology

Olivia Michele Stoff***
Political Science

Tyler Alesia Storey
Criminal Justice

Naudia Janiece Strachan
Public Relations

Leanna Marissa Strickland
Psychology

Caitlin Studley
Psychology

Holly Summers*
Public Relations

Abigail Elizabeth Surgeon**
Public Relations

Brandon Lashaun Sutton
Sociology

Collin Jeffrey Swanson
Psychology

Elizabeth Megan Swim
Anthropology

Anna Katherine Tankersley***
Media and Emerging Media

Cody David Taylor
Psychology

Nikita Antionetta Taylor
Sociology

Meagan Anne Thistle
Criminal Justice

Hannah Elaine Thomas
Psychology

Robert Warren Thomas
Journalism and Emerging Media

Thomas Lee Threadgill
Media and Emerging Media

Alayna Morgan Tichenor
Public Relations

Kathlyn Lee Tinsley
Psychology

Terrence A. Tolbert
Media and Emerging Media

Chynna Bobbi Marie Toliver
Media and Emerging Entertainment

Amanda Renee Tomkiewicz*
Criminal Justice

James Lucas Toole
Psychology

Valerie Marie Tortorelo*
Media and Emerging Media

Darren Christopher Trammell
Public Relations

Wesley Trammell
Criminal Justice

Juliette Paige Trumble
Public Relations

Jailyn Jamal Trice
Political Science

Austin Ross Trivett
Organizational and Professional Communication

Gabrielle Turner
Psychology

* CUM LAUDE    ** MAGNA CUM LAUDE    *** SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Reilly Clara Turner
Public Relations
Charles Perry Turnipseed, IV
Journalism and Emerging Media
Ryan Seth Turry
Organizational and Professional Communication
Joyner Noelle Tyson**
Psychology
Madien Caroline Urquhart
Media and Entertainment
Stephanie Valdez
Public Relations
Darissel-f Valeriano Orozco*
Psychology
Katelyn Rae Van Loan
Journalism and Emerging Media
Elizabeth Vanderhoff
Psychology
Pilar Andrea Varela
Psychology
Emily Renee Varnum*
Public Relations
Tionne LaShé Verrett
Sociology
Vanessa Viera
Psychology
Athena Rebecca Vlamis
Psychology
Sara Anne Vogel
Interactive Design
Dylan Cole Walden
Political Science
Emily Walkenhorst**
Organizational and Professional Communication
Ennun Qadiyr Walker
Sociology
Jordan E. Walker
Political Science
Brandon Ward
Public Relations
Alyssa Kaye Waters**
Sociology
Jocobia Shani Watkins
Media and Entertainment
Marlisha Bernia Whitehead
Criminal Justice
Scout Whitfield
Political Science
Victoria Nicole Whitfield
Psychology
Gabrielle Marcionna Wiley
Sociology

Breland Michael Willhite-Metller
Media and Entertainment
Benjamin Dexter Williams
Political Science
Christian Dale Williams
Media and Entertainment
DeAngelo Williams
Journalism and Emerging Media
Phoebe Williams*
Technical Communication
Natalie Celeste Williamson
Media and Entertainment
Raven Shaleah Willis
Criminal Justice
Ryan Patrick Wilson***
Criminal Justice
Juliet Mei-ling Womack***
Psychology
Karin Mei-ying Womack***
Psychology
Caitlin Marie Woodall**
Psychology
Megan Nicole Woodall
Criminal Justice
Kerianne Joyce Wool
Sociology
Breanna Onika Wright
Psychology
Virginia Joyce Wyckoff
Journalism and Emerging Media
Cherina J. Young
Psychology
Girard G. Young, Jr.
Psychology
Sabrina Renae Young
Psychology
Brittany Marie Zambo*
Psychology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Honors Designations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* Cum Laude - 3.5 grade-point average or above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Magna Cum Laude - 3.7 grade-point average or above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*** Summa Cum Laude - 3.9 grade-point average or above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 Graduate students only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Honors Statement

Students announced as Honors Scholars have completed the requirements of Kennesaw State's undergraduate honors program and wear red and gold epaulets on their left shoulder to signify this extraordinary academic accomplishment.

Final Degree Audits

Degree completion and honor designations are contingent upon final degree audits. Because the names must be provided to the printer in final form several days prior to commencement, one or more candidates listed herein may have been unable to complete all requirements for the degree. Inability to remove a name at the last moment from the commencement program does not commit the university to grant the diploma to a person thus listed. Similarly, honor status as printed in this program was determined at the end of the previous semester. Final honor status will be noted on the diploma and on the official permanent record.

Note: This program is provided as a courtesy; it is by no means an official or complete record. Some names may not appear because of timing, production and editing processes, incomplete records or deadline/editing complications due to extensive lists of frequently changing names.

Beginning with spring commencement 2008, graduation ceremonies are individually numbered.
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David Kehler, Conductor

The audience is requested to stand and remain standing throughout the recessional.
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE

KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE of ARCHITECTURE and CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR of ARCHITECTURE

Alhussien A. Bah
Architecture
Francesca Boakye
Architecture
Sandy Ferrier
Architecture
Nhac Q. Le
Architecture
Denique P. Lindsay
Architecture
Katie Masters
Architecture
James Kim Popick
Architecture
Demetrius Rease
Architecture
Courtney Renee Wise
Architecture

BACHELOR of SCIENCE

MAJOR: Construction Management

Henry J. Alvarenga
Construction Management
Kenneth Alfred Bridge, III
Construction Management
Kyle Nicholas Bright**
Construction Management
Ryan Patrick Brignola
Construction Management
Andrew Brown
Construction Management
David Ross Cargile, Jr.
Construction Management
Erick Alfonso Cervantes Asencio
Construction Management
Connor Ryan Chapman
Construction Management
Terek Green, Jr.
Construction Management
Andrew Stephen Harrell
Construction Management
Eva K. Henck***
Construction Management
Daija Imahn Johnson
Construction Management

BACHELOR of APPLIED SCIENCE

MAJOR: Information Technology

Reem Anmar Alrubaye
Information Technology
Robert Bennett
Information Technology
Cedeno F. Carter
Information Technology
Drew Lynwood Cofer**
Information Technology
John W. Cross
Information Technology
Godlove Kumboba Fomuteh
Information Technology
Shaidi Grell
Information Technology
Jacob McKinney
Information Technology
Jonathon Darius Salter
Information Technology
Jerome Everton Streete
Information Technology
Jarien Dean Tabor
Information Technology

MAJOR: Computer Science

Robel Mulugeta Adamu
Computer Science
Alex W. Agronow
Computer Science
Oluwatosin Samuel Akinwusi
Computer Science
Abdullah Abdulhadi Alamri**
Computer Science
Timothy S. Alcorn
Computer Science
Ashley Archibald
Computer Science
Pablo Andres Avecilla
Computer Science
Solyana Gebreeyesus Ayele
Computer Science
Illya Balakin
Computer Science
Maria Roberta Beaulieu**
Computer Science

COLLEGE of COMPUTING and SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

BACHELOR of ARTS

MAJOR: Applied Computer Science

Adeola Susan Adetokunbo Adeniran
Applied Computer Science
Vincent O. Adeyemi
Applied Computer Science
Steven John Crow*
Applied Computer Science
Ian Andrew Galler
Applied Computer Science
Heath Randal Griffin
Applied Computer Science
Aaron Holland
Applied Computer Science
Jordan Levon Hughes
Applied Computer Science
Amber Nicole Seling
Applied Computer Science
Ivo K. Simeonov**
Applied Computer Science
Grant J. Wood*
Applied Computer Science

BACHELOR of SCIENCE

MAJOR: Construction Management

Henry Nii Kisseih
Construction Management
Benjamin Scott Lewis
Construction Management
Cole Austin Mercer
Construction Management
Anthony Edward Pantina
Construction Management
Andrew Joseph Sax
Construction Management
Devin Scott Shackelford**
Construction Management
Connor Charles Smith
Construction Management
Daniel W. Tesfamariam
Construction Management
Andrew Graham Watkins
Construction Management
Joshua Caleb Woodruff
Construction Management
Lauren Renee Yisrael*
Construction Management

* CUM LAUDE          ** MAGNA CUM LAUDE          *** SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kennesaw State University
Candidates for Graduation

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Kennessaw State University

Cori Claire Beemish
Computer Science

Eric Bell
Computer Science

Mark Andrew Bermel
Computer Science

Alexander William Blaes
Computer Science

Jason Luke Bradley
Computer Science

Ronald T. Brooks
Computer Science

Alonzo Ismael Bustamante
Computer Science

Mark Chamberlain
Computer Science

Daniel Mark Childers
Computer Science

Dana Ashley Cohen*
Computer Science

Jade Corn**
Computer Science

Emily Michelle Cox
Computer Science

Nicholas Christopher Curtin
Computer Science

Julio Cesar Batista de Sa
Computer Science

Jeffrey Scott Dennis
Computer Science

Zachary Earl Dillard
Computer Science

Jaclyn Quynh Dao Ngoc Do
Computer Science

Garrett William Eddy***
Computer Science

Lura Emmaline English
Computer Science

Chiedozie Enworom
Computer Science

Jeremy Patrick Farr
Computer Science

Jacques Carvalle Farris
Computer Science

Austin Taylor Ford*
Computer Science

Hawaou Ganama
Computer Science

Allan Gao*
Computer Science

Charles Vincent Gardner, Jr.
Computer Science

Michael Gibson
Computer Science

Stanley Mark Gilstrap*
Computer Science

Ryne Gipson***
Computer Science

Christopher J. Hamlet
Computer Science

Alaina L. Hammonds
Computer Science

Noah Thomas Holcombe
Computer Science

Yasin Ali Hussain
Computer Science

Deja Tyree-Lakell Jackson**
Computer Science

John Erik Jacobs
Computer Science

Benjamin Jibillian
Computer Science

Charles Brenton Johnson
Computer Science

Francis William Kamajdou
Computer Science

Jordan Simo Kaptue
Computer Science

Ubeyd Emre Karasahin
Computer Science

Andrew Matthew Kartawinata
Computer Science

Victor Youdom Kemmoe
Computer Science

Kevin Lloyd Kendrick*
Computer Science

Frank Maina Kimani
Computer Science

Jonathan Kimbell
Computer Science

Lane Christian Lake
Computer Science

Dylan Keefe Lawrence
Computer Science

Steven Le**
Computer Science

Yo Han Lee*
Computer Science

William Leiper
Computer Science

Somone Waverly Letman
Computer Science

Victoria Marguerite McCullah***
Computer Science

Charles Benjamin McDermitt***
Computer Science

Armando Mercado
Computer Science

Jonathan Miu
Computer Science

Marvin Moise
Computer Science

Justin Robert Moon
Computer Science

Ken Muteteke
Computer Science

Alex John Natic
Computer Science

Samuel Wainaina Ndungu
Computer Science

Jimmy Nguyen
Computer Science

Johnson Nguyen
Computer Science

Ryan P. Nicholl
Computer Science

John Ike Nnamezie
Computer Science

Lea Stephanie Nooyen**
Computer Science

Conner Norris
Computer Science

Victor Orellana
Computer Science

William Parish
Computer Science

Zachary Bowen Pate*
Computer Science

Adam William Pellegrini
Computer Science

Vlad Perevalov
Computer Science

Reece French Perry
Computer Science

Nick Armens Pierre
Computer Science

Andrea Pinardi*
Computer Science

Alexander Christian Plattel
Computer Science

Nicholas Ryan Pounders**
Computer Science

Donald Aaron Prakash
Computer Science

* CUM LAUDE    ** MAGNA CUM LAUDE    *** SUMMA CUM LAUDE
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Philipp Felix Pujada
Computer Science
Kade Garrett Randall
Computer Science
Rehma Yash Razzak
Computer Science
Aaron Michael Roberts
Computer Science
Brent John Robinson
Computer Science
Joshua Sanyika
Computer Science
Andrew Theodore Savas*
Computer Science
Nick Sho Seyler**
Computer Science
Caylor L. Sirk
Computer Science
Roger S. Slattery
Computer Science
Derek Reese Steele
Computer Science
Connor Daniel Swing
Computer Science
Devin Syas
Computer Science
Jeremy Joseph Taylor
Computer Science
Kyle Thomas
Computer Science
Miguel Angel Toledo Zavala
Computer Science
Georgi Valkov**
Computer Science
James Harvey Vice, III
Computer Science
An Tran Xuan Vu
Computer Science
Bo Wang*
Computer Science
Peter Wang
Computer Science
Andrew Warwick*
Computer Science
Matthew Weise
Computer Science
Jackson Henry Wessels*
Computer Science
Ethan Wheeler*
Computer Science
Robert Benjamin Whitaker***
Computer Science
Jeffrey Chase Wood
Computer Science
Myron Marco Woods
Computer Science
Hongbo Wu*
Computer Science
Yekta Gunduz Yalcin
Computer Science
Kathelyn Zelaya
Computer Science
Vannel Zeufack
Computer Science
Taylor Douglas Adams
Computer Game Design and Development
Jarod Christopher Ariola*
Computer Game Design and Development
Jackson Henry Davis
Computer Game Design and Development
Konrad A. Drapela
Computer Game Design and Development
Garrett William Eddy***
Computer Game Design and Development
Jaylin Gillam
Computer Game Design and Development
Sebastian Lord Hirmanpour
Computer Game Design and Development
Ryan Douglas Kessler
Computer Game Design and Development
James Douglas McCusker, Jr.
Computer Game Design and Development
JarekQ D’Artagnan Aloisio
Computer Game Design and Development
Jeannette Earhart
Computer Game Design and Development
BACHELOR of SCIENCE in COMPUTER GAME DESIGN and DEVELOPMENT

Moises Rosabal
Computer Game Design and Development
Alex Sala
Computer Game Design and Development
Andrew Theodore Savas*
Computer Game Design and Development
Michael Shane Williams
Computer Game Design and Development
Timon Deonte-Jerome Wood*
Computer Game Design and Development

BACHELOR of SCIENCE in INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Adetoyese Olatunde Adenuga
Information Technology
William Hunter Allen***
Information Technology
Jeremi Ante**
Information Technology
Ivan B. Becton
Information Technology
Eban Okankpo Bisong
Information Technology
Kevin Tyler Boyd
Information Technology
Joshua David Bryant*
Information Technology
M. Solomon Bush
Information Technology
Everett Matthew Upchurch Butler**
Information Technology
Louis Cheng
Information Technology
Jacob Christensen
Information Technology
Jeffrey Adam Collar
Information Technology
Joshua Alexander Costello
Information Technology
Tyler Scott Cox
Information Technology
Christopher Davis
Information Technology
Jasmy Shree’ Davis-Cooper
Information Technology
Belsay Diaz-Valera
Information Technology
Isaac A. Efik
Information Technology

* CUM LAUDE  ** MAGNA CUM LAUDE  *** SUMMA CUM LAUDE
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

Tyrone Gardner
Information Technology

Stephanie Mahinay Gray
Information Technology

Brandon Gresham-Geiger
Information Technology

Nathanael Phillip Guirguis
Information Technology

Sean Ray Ho
Information Technology

Paul Kay
Information Technology

DaeYoung Kim
Information Technology

Joshua Scott King
Information Technology

Kevin Alan Kirkpatrick
Information Technology

Lewis Lau*
Information Technology

Tyrail Diaz Lowery
Information Technology

Mark Joseph Malaney
Information Technology

Sean C. McCulley
Information Technology

Zakkary McDonald
Information Technology

Brittney E. Miller*
Information Technology

Clifford D. Moorer
Information Technology

Benjamin Walker Morgan
Information Technology

John Suganth Moses
Information Technology

Andrew Nealer*
Information Technology

Kelvin Mugambi Ngige***
Information Technology

Teresa B. Nguyen***
Information Technology

John Edward Norris, Jr.***
Information Technology

Hyunmin Park
Information Technology

Harika Parvathareddy
Information Technology

Krut Patel
Information Technology

Devonte Pennamon
Information Technology

Mohammed Abdul Rahman**
Information Technology

Priya Rathnam
Information Technology

Tamunoiyowuna Michelle Reuben*
Information Technology

Matthew Trace Ross
Information Technology

Ashly Renee Rumery
Information Technology

Nicholas James Saunders
Information Technology

Jake Sciotto
Information Technology

John Earl Shinall
Information Technology

Logan Smith
Information Technology

Derrick Antonio Stinchcomb
Information Technology

Kushum Thapa
Information Technology

Jemima Oluwatuminin Thorpe
Information Technology

Abner Torres
Information Technology

Calvin Bernard Turner
Information Technology

Mizzani Ryle Walker-Holmes
Information Technology

Andrew J. Wiedeman
Information Technology

Michael Adam Yamashita*
Information Technology

BACHELOR of SCIENCE in
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Cheyenne Sancho Acebo
Software Engineering

Marco L. Camacho Alfaro
Software Engineering

Joseph Henry Blanco
Software Engineering

Brett David Bouthilette
Software Engineering

Damonte Valentino Martez Bowie
Software Engineering

Michael John Bowman*
Software Engineering

Chandler Franklin Brown*
Software Engineering

Benjamin Buzeta*
Software Engineering

Forrest Kamlangdee Cain
Software Engineering

Joseph Chamberlain
Software Engineering

Zachary R. Comstock
Software Engineering

Brad Cropsey
Software Engineering

Nathanael Stephen Curtis
Software Engineering

Tevi Jacques Drackey
Software Engineering

Alexander Terrance Dushane
Software Engineering

Andrew Evans
Software Engineering

Arjumand Fatima*
Software Engineering

Jonathan Green
Software Engineering

Austin Harris
Software Engineering

Kim Hertz***
Software Engineering

Robert T. James
Software Engineering

Stephens E. Jean-Jacques*
Software Engineering

Richard Fidencio Linares*
Software Engineering

James Michael Luttrel**
Software Engineering

Brittany Lynne Meadows
Software Engineering

Phuc Thanh Nguyen
Software Engineering

Mirna Safwat Ouied*
Software Engineering

Daniel Gregory Pratt*
Software Engineering

Bobby Thipphakone Rattanaxay*
Software Engineering

Giuseppe P. Scoppino
Software Engineering

Aisha Siddiqui*
Software Engineering

Emad Vaid
Software Engineering

Bernard Villegas II**
Software Engineering

Tyler S. Whitfield
Software Engineering

Victoria Ariel Williams
Software Engineering

Jarred Morgan Wilson
Software Engineering

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

Mark Zeagler*
Software Engineering

SOUTHERN POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE of ENGINEERING and ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

BACHELOR of APPLIED SCIENCE

MAJORS: Manufacturing Operations, Supply Chain Logistics
Paul L. Artigues
Manufacturing Operations
Derrell Cody Etheridge*
Supply Chain Logistics
John S. Fortson
Supply Chain Logistics
Samantha Elisha Hazelwood
Manufacturing Operations
Pamela Lynn Morris
Supply Chain Logistics
Denzil D. Thomas
Supply Chain Logistics
Beatriz Elena Uruena**
Supply Chain Logistics
Zachary John Ware**
Manufacturing Operations

BACHELOR of SCIENCE

Nathaniel Aab*
Industrial Engineering Technology
Beruke Ahera
Electrical Engineering Technology
Miguel Jorge Acevedo
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Aaron Troyce Alberto
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Ver Ama
Mechatronics Engineering
Abdoul Aziz Amadou Dioffo
Industrial Engineering Technology
Renato Anaya, III
Computer Engineering Technology
Kevin John Arroyo
Electrical Engineering Technology
Jerren Benjamin Bacon
Industrial Engineering Technology
Jonathan B. Bearden
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Jacob Tyler Beiting
Mechatronics Engineering
Jesse Bell***
Mechatronics Engineering
Anass Bounar**
Industrial Engineering Technology
Ellen Veronica Brejcha
Industrial Engineering Technology
Devin Aaron Burnham
Industrial Engineering Technology
DaMarcus Javonne Chambers
Industrial Engineering Technology
Ruhan Choudury
Industrial Engineering Technology
Taariq Christie*
Industrial Engineering Technology
Christopher Ryan Clark
Industrial Engineering Technology
Morgan Camille Colston**
Industrial Engineering Technology
Laura Cottingham*
Industrial Engineering Technology
Thomas J. Cramer**
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Justin O’Shay Crawford***
Mechatronics Engineering
Alexander Charles Declama
Mechatronics Engineering
Kevin Ly Doan*
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Patrick William Dodd
Mechatronics Engineering
Brittany Anne Drye
Industrial Engineering Technology
Karim Mohamed Emara
Mechatronics Engineering
Mason Broady Felix**
Mechatronics Engineering
Raymond E. Fields, III
Mechatronics Engineering
Robert Logan Freeman
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Michael Charles Fyfe
Mechatronics Engineering
Jordan Gaines
Electrical Engineering Technology
Cordel Astia Gordon*
Industrial Engineering Technology
Bradley Michael Goza
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Michael David Green
Electrical Engineering Technology
Mitchell Griffin
Computer Engineering Technology
Wilson Y. Ha**
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Nadia Hadid
Environmental Engineering Technology
Joseph Francis Hall
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Karrah Speed Hammock
Industrial Engineering Technology
Nicholas Graham Hensley
Industrial Engineering Technology
Warren Adam Hicks
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Arysha Kiara Himes
Industrial Engineering Technology
Steven Thinh Hoang
Mechatronics Engineering
Chance N. Howard
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Andrew Michael Huff
Industrial Engineering Technology
YeonWoo Jang
Mechatronics Engineering
Ezekiel Conner Johnston*
Industrial Engineering Technology
Jiquetta Shanees’ Jones
Environmental Engineering Technology
James Winston Joransen
Industrial Engineering Technology
Jason Andrew Jordan
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Abdoileza Kamarjian
Electrical Engineering Technology
Antony Kungu Kamondo
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Samuel David Katz
Electrical Engineering Technology
Rabia Khalyf
Electrical Engineering Technology

*CUM LAUDE    **MAGNA CUM LAUDE    ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kennesaw State University
Candidates for Graduation

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Kennesaw State University

Paye W. Kialain
Mechatronics Engineering

Chase Kohutek
Electrical Engineering Technology

Michael Paul Kyle
Mechatronics Engineering

Zachary Scott Laird
Mechanical Engineering Technology

David Michael Levin
Industrial Engineering Technology

Tamara Angelina Lopez
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Jonathan Derrell Matthews
Industrial Engineering Technology

Joseph May
Industrial Engineering Technology

Jeffery Alexander McClarty
Industrial Engineering Technology

Sebastian Buitrago Mendez*
Electrical Engineering Technology

Christopher James Miller**
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Gregory Caleb Moore
Industrial Engineering Technology

Steven Austin Moser**
Mechatronics Engineering

Anthony M. Nderitu
Electrical Engineering Technology

Diane Ngo
Mechatronics Engineering

Gia Nguyen
Mechatronics Engineering

Tony Nguyen
Computer Engineering Technology

Damto D. Nhahocky-lare**
Industrial Engineering Technology

Younes Ouzbier
Electrical Engineering Technology

Joshua Devin Parker
Computer Engineering Technology

Joel Austin Payne
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Dalton G. Perry
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Joshua D. Powell
Industrial Engineering Technology

Austin Tyler Powers*
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Jarin Mitchell Prince***
Electrical Engineering Technology

Kirill Pselev
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Nicholas Brandon Reed
Electrical Engineering Technology

Jordan Roberts
Mechatronics Engineering

Mark J. Rochner
Industrial Engineering Technology

Kyle Benjamin Roe
Mechatronics Engineering

Shoeb Manavarhusen Saiyed
Electrical Engineering Technology

Javars Kentun Sanford
Industrial Engineering Technology

William Joseph Schaefer
Industrial Engineering Technology

Juliet Claire Peterson Sieland**
Industrial Engineering Technology

Joseph Simpson
Industrial Engineering Technology

Nattapat Siriveerawann**
Computer Engineering Technology

Joshua Jamieson Sebastian Slough
Computer Engineering Technology

Jaimison L. Smith
Mechatronics Engineering

Samuel I. Smith
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Caleb Prescott Summers
Mechanical Engineering Technology

James E. Thompson, Jr.
Electrical Engineering Technology

Christian Nguekeu Tiomo
Electrical Engineering Technology

Jesús Torres
Industrial Engineering Technology

Christina Turner**
Industrial Engineering Technology

Giovanni Valencia
Industrial Engineering Technology

Brandon Michael Varljen*
Mechatronics Engineering

Jacob Cory Walker
Mechatronics Engineering

Jessica Symone Whipple
Industrial Engineering Technology

Leanna Heather Wildes
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Ryan N. Wilson*
Computer Engineering Technology

Thomas Wiesnewski
Industrial Engineering Technology

Tyler Kirk Wood
Industrial Engineering Technology

Brandon S. Wooten
Mechatronics Engineering

Sana Yasmeen
Industrial Engineering Technology

Anthony Zaino
Industrial Engineering Technology

Cong Zhou
Industrial Engineering Technology

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Sami Abou-Hadir*
Civil Engineering

Ray Anthony Abraham, Jr.*
Civil Engineering

James Anderson
Civil Engineering

Donna Babihuiga
Civil Engineering

Sean Patton Basso
Civil Engineering

Dylan Clay Burrell
Civil Engineering

Jonathan Jeremiah Buttram
Civil Engineering

Nicholas M. Chaplin
Civil Engineering

Corey M. Ciepiela
Civil Engineering

William Conway**
Civil Engineering

Esteban C. Cordova**
Civil Engineering

David Jonathan Corinthian
Civil Engineering

Samuel Berlin Dobbins
Civil Engineering

Diamond Eli
Civil Engineering

Hailu Habebu Eshetu
Civil Engineering

Lindsey Imauri Hocks
Civil Engineering

Maria Jarda
Civil Engineering

Phu Le
Civil Engineering

*BACHELOR of SCIENCE in CIVIL ENGINEERING

* CUM LAUDE          ** MAGNA CUM LAUDE          *** SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kennesaw State University
Candidates for Graduation
*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

Julian Edward Lee
Civil Engineering
Jaime Eduardo Mandujano
Civil Engineering
Ryan Joseph McJilton***
Civil Engineering
Timothy Poppelreuter
Civil Engineering
Hayden Allen Powell
Civil Engineering
Tanaka Sakuringwa*
Civil Engineering
Yvernarde Semexan
Civil Engineering
Brandon Michael Steele
Civil Engineering
John Tam
Civil Engineering
Phillip Vincenet Veasley
Civil Engineering
Olivia Zoe Williams
Civil Engineering

BACHELOR of SCIENCE in CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING
Jorge Mendez Hernandez
Construction Engineering
David Chad Howell*
Construction Engineering
Steven Tyler Kurtz*
Construction Engineering
James Austin Majernik
Construction Engineering
Christian Lee Poulos
Construction Engineering

BACHELOR of SCIENCE in ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Babatunde Oluwakayode Adedoyin
Electrical Engineering
Oluwafemi Olaniyi Adedoyin
Electrical Engineering
James Andrew
Electrical Engineering
Matthew Connor Armstrong**
Electrical Engineering
Joshua Ian Bailey**
Electrical Engineering
Willie Harrison Bailey
Electrical Engineering
Alexandra Balcos
Electrical Engineering
Ernest Jackson Bean, Jr.
Electrical Engineering
Alexis Becerra
Electrical Engineering
Brenton Kyle Bongiovii**
Electrical Engineering
Coty Garrett Burch
Electrical Engineering
Raymond Patrick Burnett
Electrical Engineering
Joshua Wayne Cantrell*
Electrical Engineering
Austin A. Chadwick
Electrical Engineering
Zeddkia Shakwan Chisholm
Electrical Engineering
Christopher Ernst
Electrical Engineering
Alex James Eve
Electrical Engineering
Fauzia Farha Farvez
Electrical Engineering
Kyle Patrick Fugatt
Electrical Engineering
Alex García**
Electrical Engineering
Arturo García*
Electrical Engineering
Jose García
Electrical Engineering
Clifford E. Gilbert
Electrical Engineering
Benjamin Shelton Hope**
Electrical Engineering
Otis Lee Horton, Jr.
Electrical Engineering
JunSik Im
Electrical Engineering
Jared Sharif James
Electrical Engineering
Dalton Tyler Johnson
Electrical Engineering
Cody Noah Kanter
Electrical Engineering
Justin Keener**
Electrical Engineering
Zachary Kegan Kersey
Electrical Engineering
Jonathan Arreola Leal
Electrical Engineering
Jonathan Miles Levy**
Electrical Engineering
Isis Elizabeth Nicole Martin*
Electrical Engineering
Benjamin Coe Masters
Electrical Engineering
Brian David McCray
Electrical Engineering
Cameron D. McKinney*
Electrical Engineering
Nathan Alexander Moon
Electrical Engineering
Anh Duy Nguyen
Electrical Engineering
Suveksha Panta
Electrical Engineering
Shirali Prafulchandra Patel
Electrical Engineering
B. Rainey
Electrical Engineering
Jasmine Renee' Roberts
Electrical Engineering
Shahin Shahbazi**
Electrical Engineering
Heath A. Sinclair
Electrical Engineering
Jeremy Hunter Siniard
Electrical Engineering
Ryne Spencer Swanbum
Electrical Engineering
Yohana Andebirhan Teklehaimanot
Electrical Engineering
Jared James Wheeler
Electrical Engineering
Vasukesh Yarlagadda**
Electrical Engineering
Audrieona Marie Yates
Electrical Engineering

BACHELOR of SCIENCE in INDUSTRIAL and SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
James Antonio Algarin
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Joel Scott Fillmon*
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Gideon Isaac Larios
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Ling Ortiz Marshall
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Jose Miguel Medina Paredes*
Industrial and Systems Engineering

* CUM LAUDE          ** MAGNA CUM LAUDE          *** SUMMA CUM LAUDE
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

Christopher Montell
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Christopher Olaya*
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Gabriel Jake Rubio
Industrial and Systems Engineering

BACHELOR of SCIENCE in MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Anthony Adame
Mechanical Engineering
Abinet T. Afework
Mechanical Engineering
Abdullah Ali Alhubaishi***
Mechanical Engineering
Nicholas R. Ali
Mechanical Engineering
Luke Thomas Appling***
Mechanical Engineering
Ahmad Hazim Atar
Mechanical Engineering
Jared Aysan
Mechanical Engineering
Nathan Hugh Brian Barkley
Mechanical Engineering
John Austin Bass*
Mechanical Engineering
Britny Erin Bauer
Mechanical Engineering
Maxwell Beerman*
Mechanical Engineering
Aaron Robert Brockmeyer*
Mechanical Engineering
Michael Charles Bunn
Mechanical Engineering
Alan Joseph Cash
Mechanical Engineering
Justine Joy Coloma
Mechanical Engineering
Jervis K. Cowan
Mechanical Engineering
Theron C. Crockett, Jr.
Mechanical Engineering
Cody Michael Delarosa
Mechanical Engineering
Christopher Julian Diaz-Falcon
Mechanical Engineering
Hugo A. Duarte Gomez
Mechanical Engineering
Eyosias Fikru Eshetu
Mechanical Engineering
Fahad H. Fahad**
Mechanical Engineering
Lorenzo Flores
Mechanical Engineering
Abdullah Galla*
Mechanical Engineering
Nathan Ellison Gross
Mechanical Engineering
Dan Hamilton*
Mechanical Engineering
Benjamin Stratton Harrison
Mechanical Engineering
Juan Alejandro Henao
Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Thomas Henleben***
Mechanical Engineering
LaRon N. Henry
Mechanical Engineering
Leo Tyrone Hilton**
Mechanical Engineering
Luke Holmes
Mechanical Engineering
Stephen Holmes
Mechanical Engineering
Rouzbeh Hoss*
Mechanical Engineering
Angela Maria Houghtaling
Mechanical Engineering
Amal Cherian Jacob
Mechanical Engineering
Tyler Nicholas Johns
Mechanical Engineering
Jeremiah Josiah Johnson**
Mechanical Engineering
Allysen Claire Jones
Mechanical Engineering
Jacob Michael Kaveney
Mechanical Engineering
Danielle Kendall**
Mechanical Engineering
Mohamed Khan
Mechanical Engineering
Konstantin Kim
Mechanical Engineering
Maria Lisa Konidaris
Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Davis Leiner
Mechanical Engineering
John Adrien Lodde***
Mechanical Engineering
Robert Clayton Lollar
Mechanical Engineering
Nathan A. Lovelace*
Mechanical Engineering
Michelle W. Magoon
Mechanical Engineering
Scott Marino***
Mechanical Engineering
Zach Marr
Mechanical Engineering
Alexis Rosary Martin
Mechanical Engineering
Megan Nicole Masters
Mechanical Engineering
Cesar Uriel Mayorga
Mechanical Engineering
Lorenzo Giovanni Mckay
Mechanical Engineering
Madeline Carlisle Monahan*
Mechanical Engineering
Ahmad Fouad Monem
Mechanical Engineering
Kelfi Joel Morales
Mechanical Engineering
Gregory E. Newman
Mechanical Engineering
Paul Niganele Ngalle
Mechanical Engineering
Binh Thanh Nguyen
Mechanical Engineering
William Walton Nobles
Mechanical Engineering
Oscar Omar Ortiz-Arias
Mechanical Engineering
Sebastian Alejandro Perez Ramirez
Mechanical Engineering
Nicholas Ryan Peters*
Mechanical Engineering
Dylan Connor Petersen*
Mechanical Engineering
Ande Paige Pope**
Mechanical Engineering
Aaron Jeffery Powell***
Mechanical Engineering
Ramin Abdul Qudus
Mechanical Engineering
Roger Emilio Quiros, III
Mechanical Engineering
Lucas Byron Richards**
Mechanical Engineering
Fady Rizkalla
Mechanical Engineering
Nicolas Enrique Rubiano
Mechanical Engineering
Derrick James Salada
Mechanical Engineering
Ashish L. Shrestha*
Mechanical Engineering

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

Talha Ahmed Siddiqui*
Mechanical Engineering
Joseph D. Skibo**
Mechanical Engineering
Eric Strozensky***
Mechanical Engineering
Jason Temple*
Mechanical Engineering
Wesley Caudle Tinley**
Mechanical Engineering
Tahir Akil Upshaw
Mechanical Engineering
Warner Cole Varnadoe
Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Joseph Volzer*
Mechanical Engineering
Michael Allen Weitzel**
Mechanical Engineering
Chavis Tomas Shaquille Williams
Mechanical Engineering
Raheem Akyl Williams
Mechanical Engineering
Cameron Lee Wilson
Mechanical Engineering
Kheng Xiong
Mechanical Engineering

Honors Designations
* Cum Laude - 3.5 grade-point average or above
** Magna Cum Laude - 3.7 grade-point average or above
*** Summa Cum Laude - 3.9 grade-point average or above
+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0
Graduate students only

Honors Statement
Students announced as Honors Scholars have completed the requirements of Ken-
nessaw State’s undergraduate honors pro-
gram and wear red and gold epaulets on their
left shoulder to signify this extraordinary
academic accomplishment.

Final Degree Audits
Degree completion and honor designations are
contingent upon final degree audits. Because
the names must be provided to the printer in
final form several days prior to commencement,
one or more candidates listed herein may have
been unable to complete all requirements for the
degree. Inability to remove a name at the last
moment from the commencement program does
not commit the university to grant the diploma
to a person thus listed. Similarly, honor status
as printed in this program was determined at
the end of the previous semester. Final honor
status will be noted on the diploma and on the
official permanent record.

Note: This program is provided as a courtesy; it is
by no means an official or complete record. Some
names may not appear because of timing, production
and editing processes, incomplete records or dead-
line/editing complications due to extensive lists of
frequently changing names.

Beginning with spring commencement 2008,
graduation ceremonies are individually numbered.
December 11, 2018
7 p.m.
Pamela S. Whitten, President
Presiding

Prelude
KSU School of Music Brass Ensemble
David Kehler, Conductor

The audience is requested to stand as the processional begins
and remain standing throughout the singing of the national anthem.

Processional
Ode to Joy
Ludwig van Beethoven
Bagpiper
Tom Crawford

Chief Faculty Marshal
Jennifer W. Purcell

National Anthem
The Star-Spangled Banner
John Stafford Smith
Francis Scott Key, Lyrics
Claire Pappas
and Audience

Trustee Representative
Julie B. Kimball

Welcome
Pamela S. Whitten, President

Alumni Representative
Ashlie Pendley, B.A. Communication 2006,
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 2016

Presentation of the Candidates for Degrees
Interim Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs

Graduate College
Mike Dishman, Dean

Conferral of Degrees
Pamela S. Whitten, President
Ana Edwards, Interim Registrar
Merle S. King, Narrator

Charge to the Graduates
Pamela S. Whitten, President

Alma Mater
Gaudeamus Igitur
Anonymous, 18th Century German Melody
Lyrics by Cynthia Parks ‘82
Claire Pappas
and Audience

Recessional
Scotland the Brave
Tom Crawford, Bagpiper

Postlude
KSU School of Music Brass Ensemble
David Kehler, Conductor

The audience is requested to stand and remain standing throughout the recessional.
MICHAEL J. COLES
COLLEGE of BUSINESS

DOCTOR of PHILOSOPHY

Trevor England
Dissertation Title: Is a Pension Fund’s Mix of Fair Value Investments, Audit Type, and Audit Quality Associated with the Firm’s Credit Rating? 
Dissertation Chair: 
John Abernathy, Ph.D.

Angela Jackson-Summers
Dissertation Title: An Exploratory Study of Organizational Security Risk Management for Improved Effectiveness 
Dissertation Chair: 
Humayun Zafar, Ph.D.

LELAND and CLARICE C. BAGWELL COLLEGE of EDUCATION

DOCTOR of EDUCATION

Whitney Bailey
Dissertation Title: An Investigation into the Learning Experiences of Adolescents with Perceived Dual Exceptionalities within Gifted and Special Education Middle Grades Settings 
Dissertation Chair: 
Harriet Bessette, Ph.D.

Jaime Davies
Dissertation Title: Examination of K-12 School Administrators’ Perceptions of Their Preparation to Lead Special Education Programs 
Dissertation Chair: 
Arvin Johnson, Ed.D.

Thomas Flugum
Dissertation Title: Assistant Principals and the Phenomenon of Leadership Coaching 
Dissertation Chair: 
Arvin Johnson, Ed.D.

Ashley Funderburke
Dissertation Title: Onsite, Ongoing, and Individualized Professional Development: A Case Study at Rural Charter School 
Dissertation Chair: 
Susan Stockdale, Ph.D.

Anthony Michael Manzella
Dissertation Title: The Effect of Leadership Coaching on the Self-Efficacy of New Assistant Principals 
Dissertation Chair: 
Arvin Johnson, Ed.D.

Ashley Mounts-Gray
Dissertation Title: Views from the Blackboard: Exploring the Perspectives of Co-Teaching in Elementary Mathematics Teachers 
Dissertation Chair: 
Raynice Jean-Sigur, Ph.D.

Debra Murdock
Dissertation Title: Promoting Growth Efficacy: A Phenomenological Study of the Live Experiences of First-Year Assistant Principals 
Dissertation Chair: 
Arvin Johnson, Ed.D.

Rebecca Myers
Dissertation Title: Transitioning to a Personalized Learning Environment Leveraged by One-to-One Devices 
Dissertation Chair: 
Chinasa Elue, Ph.D.

Thomas Rogers
Dissertation Title: Effects of Online Parental Remediation in Alternative School Mathematics 
Dissertation Chair: 
Susan Stockdale, Ph.D.

Aziza Boutaleb Simmons
Dissertation Title: English Learner Course Scheduling: Practice, Implications, and Aspirations 
Dissertation Chair: 
Karen Kuhel, Ph.D.

Scott Townsend
Dissertation Title: Lived Experience of Newly Appointed Assistant Principals Who Receive Executive Coaching 
Dissertation Chair: 
Arvin Johnson, Ed.D.

J Lyn Turnell
Dissertation Title: An Explorational Study of Educational Leaders’ Attitudes, Opinions, Understanding and Application of Student Growth Percentile Data 
Dissertation Chair: 
Susan Banke, Ph.D.

Jody Worth
Dissertation Title: Sustaining Change through Individualized Coaching 
Dissertation Chair: 
Kim Gray, Ph.D.

DeAnne Young
Dissertation Title: Self-Regulation & Student Achievement in Mathematics 
Dissertation Chair: 
Mei-Lin Chang, Ph.D.

WELLSTAR COLLEGE of HEALTH and HUMAN SERVICES

DOCTOR of NURSING

Christie Emerson
Dissertation Title: I Was Clear with My Goals, Where I’m Heading, and What I Wanted with My Life: Life History of an Omani Woman and Nurse Leader 
Dissertation Chair: 
Mary de Chesnay, Ph.D., RN

Portia Thomas
Dissertation Title: Exploring Men who have Sex with Men’s HIV Pre-exposure Prophylaxis Initiation Decision-making Processes in the Southern United States 
Dissertation Chair: 
Richard Sowell, Ph.D., RN
Kennesaw State University
Candidates for Graduation

College of Humanities and Social Sciences

Doctor of Philosophy

Christina Edwards
Dissertation Title: Schisms and Conflict Management in New African Immigrants' Religious Organizations in the Greater Atlanta Area
Dissertation Chair: Ankanu Adebayo, Ph.D.

Margaret Slusher
Dissertation Title: Do Regime Types Matter?: The Democratization of Regime Types in Response to Nonviolent Campaigns
Dissertation Chair: Maia Hallward, Ph.D.

Leland and Clarice C. Bagwell College of Education

Specialist in Education

MAJORS: Education Leadership, Instructional Technology, Middle Grades Education, Secondary Education

Deneshia Shanae Allen+
Instructional Technology
Elate Donelan Andrews+
Secondary Education
Jon Christopher Brock+
Instructional Technology
Misty Amanda Brown+
Instructional Technology
Katie Morris Bryant+
Educational Leadership
Charles A. Chavous
Educational Leadership
Tamara Angelique Combs
Educational Leadership
Christopher Wesley Cooper+
Instructional Technology
Kelly Cooper+
Instructional Technology
Erica Dea Cornett+
Instructional Technology
Gail Brian DeRose+
Instructional Technology
Amy Farris Delaney+
Educational Leadership
Emily Caroline Ellwood+
Educational Leadership
Sandra Delores Fingall
Instructional Technology
Lisa Ann Flicker+
Instructional Technology
Debra Petruzello Georgi+
Educational Leadership
Nathan Alan Gray+
Secondary Education
Melanie Annissa Harwell+
Instructional Technology
Jessica Picciarelli Hood+
Instructional Technology
Kimberly Dyan Hoy+
Instructional Technology
Cheryl Catherine Johnson+
Educational Leadership
James Roy Jones, III+
Instructional Technology
Terri Elizabeth Kimbrell
Educational Leadership
Brennen Lang Knight+
Instructional Technology
Lawanna Jeanne Knight
Instructional Technology
Parker Martin
Instructional Technology
Lindsey Anne Mason+
Instructional Technology
Joshua Ross Mccorkle+
Instructional Technology
John Marshall McCormick+
Instructional Technology
Krofton James Montgomery+
Instructional Technology
Amy D’Anna Morris+
Instructional Technology
Monique Vitera Nelson+
Instructional Technology
Enyinnaya Onyeukwu+
Middle Grades Education
Melissa Beavin Paurowski+
Instructional Technology
Jill Pierce+
Instructional Technology
Jessica Rose Thompson Preston
Educational Leadership
Sabrina Gail Price+
Instructional Technology
Christie Ann Pustater
Instructional Technology
Shelley Reed+
Educational Leadership
Danielle Robinson+
Educational Leadership
Elizabeth Thompson Ruzzene+
Educational Leadership
Katherine Marie Schmit+
Instructional Technology
Jeremy Allen Scott+
Instructional Technology
Stephanie Amerson Shelnutt
Instructional Technology
Mark Orlando Smith
Instructional Technology
Stephanie Denise Spencer+
Instructional Technology
Shanyon Valencia Storey
Instructional Technology
Danna Marie Taylor+
Instructional Technology
Emanuel Torralba+
Instructional Technology
Lantie Paul Ward+
Instructional Technology
Elsie Westmoreland
Instructional Technology
Allyson Leigh Wilson+
Instructional Technology
Dana Wells Zhun+
Instructional Technology

Michael J. Coles College of Business

Master of Business Administration

Daniel Taylor Abernathy
Master of Business Administration
Ahmed Selmi Alaslani
Master of Business Administration
Ali Bibonge
Master of Business Administration
Lisa Buckalew
Master of Business Administration
Joseph Selvin Carlos
Master of Business Administration
James Joseph Courtney
Master of Business Administration
Philip Henry Davis, III
Master of Business Administration
Saliou Diop
Master of Business Administration
Kenneth Jason Duarte
Master of Business Administration
Chris Fortune
Master of Business Administration
Nurkan Turk Dogru Gurun
Master of Business Administration

+ Honors Graduate - 4.0 GPA
Debra Nestadt Hertz+  
Master of Business Administration

Daniel R. Hixson  
Master of Business Administration

Candace Virginia Jacobs  
Master of Business Administration

Maureen A. Lamm+  
Master of Business Administration

Errin Michelle McSwain  
Master of Business Administration

Alexander Menendez  
Master of Business Administration

Benjamin M. Morales  
Master of Business Administration

Michael Alexander Morris  
Master of Business Administration

Namita Patel  
Master of Business Administration

Jason Perkowski  
Master of Business Administration

Tobias Gressum Pettersen  
Master of Business Administration

Lisa M. Powelson  
Master of Business Administration

Danielle Marissa Scarbrough  
Master of Business Administration

Lauren Alexandra Sibille  
Master of Business Administration

Brittany Smith  
Master of Business Administration

Mark Gordon Stevens  
Master of Business Administration

Tu Hoang Vo  
Master of Business Administration

Callie Cagle Warren+  
Master of Business Administration

Krystal Wortham  
Master of Business Administration

M A S T E R  o f  S C I E N C E  i n  I N F O R M A T I O N  S Y S T E M S

Daniel Taylor Abernathy  
Information Systems

Lisa Buckalew  
Information Systems

Danielle Aleah Burnett  
Information Systems

Kenneth Jason Duarte  
Information Systems

Debra Nestadt Hertz+  
Information Systems

Deoki Jaiprashad  
Information Systems

Errin Michelle McSwain  
Information Systems

Michael Alexander Morris  
Information Systems

Jon Omokeye Moses  
Information Systems

Lauren Alexandra Sibille  
Information Systems

C O L L E G E  o f  C O M P U T I N G  a n d  S O F T W A R E  E N G I N E E R I N G

M A S T E R  o f  S C I E N C E

M A J O R :  C o m p u t e r  S c i e n c e

Kshitij Bantupalli  
Computer Science

Yash Brahmbhatt  
Computer Science

Jonathan David Brown+  
Computer Science

Peter Hans Ding  
Computer Science

Oscar Rene Garcia  
Computer Science

Kritika Garg+  
Computer Science

Aditi Kasat  
Computer Science

Nidhi Kudiri  
Computer Science

Cynthia Marie LeFebvre  
Computer Science

Benjamin Leland Lee  
Computer Science

Nidhi Madanala  
Computer Science

Amruta Mangaonkar+  
Computer Science

Kyle Thomas Mayes  
Computer Science

Xianyong Meng  
Computer Science

Teddy Frank Junior Mopewou  
Computer Science

Priyabhavani Paladugu  
Computer Science

Ravi V. Patel  
Computer Science

Joel Kamdem Teto  
Computer Science

Solomon Maurice Walker  
Computer Science

M A S T E R  o f  S C I E N C E  i n  I N F O R M A T I O N  T E C H N O L O G Y

Syed Ijax Ali Shah Bukharti+  
Information Technology

Kenneth Louis Cunningham, Jr.  
Information Technology

Andrew Kinny Daniels, Jr.  
Information Technology

Varun Dass  
Information Technology

Pratikshya Devkota  
Information Technology

J. Smythe DuVal  
Information Technology

Nergiz Guclu  
Information Technology

Malasta Huffman Hill  
Information Technology

Brandon Holiday  
Information Technology

Tammy Rene’ Holmes+  
Information Technology

Jennifer Ann Hunter  
Information Technology

Joshua Hutchins  
Information Technology

Archana Prashanth Joshi  
Information Technology

Abraham Taewoo Kim+  
Information Technology

Jose Eduardo Laguardia  
Information Technology

Ramya Kavya Nalla+  
Information Technology

Ange Fabrice Ndema  
Information Technology

Lawal Okunlola+  
Information Technology

+ H O N O R S  G R A D U A T E  -  4 . 0  G P A
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA

Isabel Sophir Ouy
Information Technology

Anish D. Patel+
Information Technology

Grishma Jashubhai Patel
Information Technology

Muhammad Ali Pervaiz
Information Technology

Courtney Necoyia Smith
Information Technology

Justin Wayne Stevens
Information Technology

Joseph Wesley Summers+
Information Technology

Nazia Tariq
Information Technology

Nidhi Verma
Information Technology

Meredith Lee Wilkins, Jr.
Information Technology

Carter Thomas Young
Information Technology

Hang Yu
Information Technology

MAJORS: Education Leadership, Instructional Technology, Middle Grades Education, Secondary Education

Aaron Mathew Avera+
Instructional Technology

Elias M. Barber+
Secondary Education

Matthew A. Bryson
Instructional Technology

Lashunda Campbell+
Instructional Technology

Heather Nicole Coward
Instructional Technology

Alisa Morris Dallas+
Instructional Technology

Tyler Scott Daniell+
Educational Leadership

Jacob William Devoss
Middle Grades Education

Lisa Marie Driver+
Secondary Education

Adam R. Duncan+
Instructional Technology

Justin Thomas Dunnahoo+
Secondary Education

Michael Anthony Flynn+
Secondary Education

Elizabeth Remington Foster+
Instructional Technology

Kendra Elizabeth Garmon
Secondary Education

Jennifer Nicole Gilbert+
Educational Leadership

Brittany Nichole Graham+
Middle Grades Education

Kenneth Weber Greaves+
Secondary Education

Matthew Taylor Harris+
Secondary Education

Saysha Simone Jackson
Instructional Technology

Taylor Justice
Educational Leadership

Jason M. Kinsey+
Secondary Education

Romelle Elizabeth Loewy+
Secondary Education

Jordan E. Mallory+
Instructional Technology

Christopher Thad Mathis
Educational Leadership

Amy McCarthy+
Instructional Technology

Melissa Anne Mintern+
Educational Leadership

Amber Joyner Mitchell
Instructional Technology

Jo Ann Mitchell
Instructional Technology

Burton Morris
Instructional Technology

Moiya S. Nsele
Educational Leadership

Leketha H. Outley
Instructional Technology

Eric Pierce
Secondary Education

Joshua Puckett
Instructional Technology

Candace Queen+
Instructional Technology

Melanie Elizabeth Repine
Middle Grades Education

Emma Ritter+
Secondary Education

Hannah Rome+
Instructional Technology

Mevis Elaine Rowden
Educational Leadership

Laura Alexandra Salter+
Secondary Education

Davana Marie Silva
Secondary Education

Adam Edward Smith+
Instructional Technology

Charles E. Stephens, Jr.+
Educational Leadership

Meredith L. Succi+
Instructional Technology

Rebecca Summerour+
Middle Grades Education

Candice M. Taylor+
Instructional Technology

Janice Mechelle Washington
Instructional Technology

Shelby Zeigler White+
Secondary Education

MASTER of SCIENCE in SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Chenoa Wakenda Adams
Software Engineering

Joe K. Gillis, Jr.
Software Engineering

Robert William Herber+
Software Engineering

Mark Kordahi
Software Engineering

John W. McKinney
Software Engineering

Vishal Anil Patel
Software Engineering

John Michael Sineath
Software Engineering

LELAND and CLARICE C. BAGWELL COLLEGE of EDUCATION

MASTER of ARTS in TEACHING

Kimberly W. Danielson
Master of Arts in Teaching

Katherine Denise Fernandez+
Master of Arts in Teaching

Kathryn Elisabeth Robinson+
Master of Arts in Teaching

Jon Andrew Sanders+
Master of Arts in Teaching

Katherine Thornton
Master of Arts in Teaching

Ariane Stanley Tucker+
Master of Arts in Teaching

MAJORS: Education Leadership, Instructional Technology, Middle Grades Education, Secondary Education

Aaron Mathew Avera+
Instructional Technology

Elias M. Barber+
Secondary Education

Matthew A. Bryson
Instructional Technology

Lashunda Campbell+
Instructional Technology

Heather Nicole Coward
Instructional Technology

Alisa Morris Dallas+
Instructional Technology

Tyler Scott Daniell+
Educational Leadership

Jacob William Devoss
Middle Grades Education

Lisa Marie Driver+
Secondary Education

Adam R. Duncan+
Instructional Technology

Justin Thomas Dunnahoo+
Secondary Education

Michael Anthony Flynn+
Secondary Education

Elizabeth Remington Foster+
Instructional Technology

Kendra Elizabeth Garmon
Secondary Education

Jennifer Nicole Gilbert+
Educational Leadership

Brittany Nichole Graham+
Middle Grades Education

Kenneth Weber Greaves+
Secondary Education

Matthew Taylor Harris+
Secondary Education

Saysha Simone Jackson
Instructional Technology

Taylor Justice
Educational Leadership

Jason M. Kinsey+
Secondary Education

Romelle Elizabeth Loewy+
Secondary Education

Jordan E. Mallory+
Instructional Technology

Christopher Thad Mathis
Educational Leadership

Amy McCarthy+
Instructional Technology

Melissa Anne Mintern+
Educational Leadership

Amber Joyner Mitchell
Instructional Technology

Jo Ann Mitchell
Instructional Technology

Burton Morris
Instructional Technology

Moiya S. Nsele
Educational Leadership

Leketha H. Outley
Instructional Technology

Eric Pierce
Secondary Education

Joshua Puckett
Instructional Technology

Candace Queen+
Instructional Technology

Melanie Elizabeth Repine
Middle Grades Education

Emma Ritter+
Secondary Education

Hannah Rome+
Instructional Technology

Mevis Elaine Rowden
Educational Leadership

Laura Alexandra Salter+
Secondary Education

Davana Marie Silva
Secondary Education

Adam Edward Smith+
Instructional Technology

Charles E. Stephens, Jr.+
Educational Leadership

Meredith L. Succi+
Instructional Technology

Rebecca Summerour+
Middle Grades Education

Candice M. Taylor+
Instructional Technology

Janice Mechelle Washington
Instructional Technology

Shelby Zeigler White+
Secondary Education

+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA
SOUTHERN POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE of ENGINEERING and ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

MASTER of SCIENCE in ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

Hani Chalingo  
Engineering Management  
Nathan Phillip Crouch  
Engineering Management  
Osman A. Elmi  
Engineering Management  
Matthew Brandon Emard  
Engineering Management  
John Torre Sledge  
Engineering Management  
Jason Allen Strom  
Engineering Management

MASTER of SCIENCE

MAJORS: Applied Engineering, Quality Assurance

Okrou Armand Ble  
Applied Engineering  
Ibrahim Kone  
Applied Engineering  
Shyamil Nana+  
Quality Assurance  
Emily H. Pau+  
Quality Assurance  
Stephen T. Smith+  
Quality Assurance  
Tamara R. Torres  
Applied Engineering  
Emily E. Varnon+  
Quality Assurance  
Tuwanda L. Wilson  
Quality Assurance

MASTER of SCIENCE in CIVIL ENGINEERING

Achille Leandre Amoussou  
Civil Engineering  
Grace Saniya Amoussou  
Civil Engineering  
Artine Azimi  
Civil Engineering  
Darius Morgan  
Civil Engineering  
Mustafa Burak Soylu  
Civil Engineering  
Lin Zhao+  
Civil Engineering

MASTER of SCIENCE in SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Eric Bentley Harvey+  
Systems Engineering  
Sarada Sundaresan  
Systems Engineering  
Zaheer Mohammad Uddin  
Systems Engineering

WELLSTAR COLLEGE of HEALTH and HUMAN SERVICES

MASTER of SCIENCE

MAJOR: Applied Exercise and Health Science

Cricel Adriana Arias  
Applied Exercise and Health Science  
Emily Elizabeth Bechke+  
Applied Exercise and Health Science  
Shivani S. Bhandari+  
Applied Exercise and Health Science  
Kyle Lamar Kerns  
Applied Exercise and Health Science  
Nicholas Noble  
Applied Exercise and Health Science  
Stephen James Poole+  
Applied Exercise and Health Science  
Taylor Rae Rogers  
Applied Exercise and Health Science  
Lauren Nicole Sestak  
Applied Exercise and Health Science  
Michael Edward Snyder  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

MASTER of SCIENCE in NURSING

MAJORS: Primary Nurse Care Practitioner, Leadership in Nursing

Christine Bree Becker+  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Dani Nicole Clark  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
William Aleksandr Cole  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Eugeniu Boris Cucuta  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Heather Denise Czarnecke  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Marsha Francis Darville  
Leadership in Nursing  
Kiki T. Dickey  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Portia Chine Effinger  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Pamela Jo Evans+  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Kisa Jane Huenink+  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Renea June Justice+  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Stefanie Lawson  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Yvika Mitchell  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
William Blake Morgan  
Leadership in Nursing  
Tracey Lynn Murray  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Chinwe C. Ohara  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Jazmin Samantha Raadsen+  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Richard Baxter Rhodes  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Ashley Lewis Satterfield+  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Lauren Cook Schwartz+  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Shannon Ashe Shockley+  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Julie Ann Shrewsbury  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Marissa Torres  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner  
Athara Veronick Toussaint+  
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner

+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

*KUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE

KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA

Schera Leigh Victor
  Leadership in Nursing

COLLEGE of HUMANITIES
and SOCIAL SCIENCES

MASTER of ARTS

MAJORS: American Studies, Integrated
Global Communication

Lourdes Paola Arevalo+
  Integrated Global Communication
Courtney Lou-Ann Bernard
  Integrated Global Communication
Barbara Sims Collier
  Integrated Global Communication
Ashley Colleen Donald+
  Integrated Global Communication
Elizabeth Jean Hensley+
  American Studies
Nadine A. Jones
  Integrated Global Communication
Caroline Krebs
  Integrated Global Communication
Nicole Howe Little
  Integrated Global Communication
Laura L. Means
  Integrated Global Communication
Amba Danielle Moss
  Integrated Global Communication
Jean Marie Potter
  American Studies
Dora Lynne Tipton
  American Studies
Natalie Leanne Zamsky
  Integrated Global Communication

MASTER of ARTS in
PROFESSIONAL WRITING

Jason Matthew Brown+
  Professional Writing
Ella Mackenzie Greer
  Professional Writing
Leata Ione Thomas
  Professional Writing
Rhonda Shanice White+
  Professional Writing
Zachary Harold Donald Zoeller+
  Professional Writing

MASTER of PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION

Lea Elizabeth Addington+
  Master of Public Administration
Socorro Haro Aguila
  Master of Public Administration
Ali Bibonge
  Master of Public Administration
Kyle James David Fitts
  Master of Public Administration
Kendra Fuentes
  Master of Public Administration
Amber Sultanali Hamani
  Master of Public Administration
Arielle Samara Lee
  Master of Public Administration
Allison Rose Parker
  Master of Public Administration
Krystal Richards
  Master of Public Administration
Jung Chin Shih
  Master of Public Administration
Kamih Shani Terry-Lagardere
  Master of Public Administration
Ramona L. Witherspoon
  Master of Public Administration

Rory Alexis Cato
  Conflict Management
Bridgit F. Clark
  Conflict Management
Casey Leigh Davis+
  Conflict Management
Charles N. Elliott
  Conflict Management
Ladeidra J. Gordon
  Conflict Management
Wang U. Muthoni
  Conflict Management
Melanie Coleman Pilsen
  Conflict Management
Marcia Schweda-Paul
  Conflict Management
Lexis Shields
  Conflict Management
Wassikoudia Situe
  Conflict Management
Hammad Sleiman
  Conflict Management
Brandi Brown Southern+
  Conflict Management
Alla Yoonis
  Conflict Management

COLLEGE of SCIENCE and
MATHEMATICS

MASTER of SCIENCE

MAJORS: Criminal Justice, International
Policy Management

I freopen Carrillo
  International Policy Management
Michael Alan De Leo+
  Criminal Justice
Daniel Timothy Ozment
  Criminal Justice
Sara Brunson Riggs
  International Policy Management
Tori Elizabeth Starks
  Criminal Justice
Kimberly Rae Yarborough
  Criminal Justice

Nicole Moutos Carder+
  Applied Statistics, Chemical
  Sciences, Integrative Biology
Michael Tanner Dawson
  Chemical Sciences
William Alejandro Mendez Gil
  Chemical Sciences
Steven Orrock
  Applied Statistics
Linda Purvis
  Integrative Biology
Ryan Allen Rimbe+y+
  Applied Statistics
Aditya Sen
  Applied Statistics
Omar Ugarte Trejo+
  Chemical Sciences
Margaret Ellen Winant+
  Integrative Biology

MASTER of SCIENCE in
CONFLICT MANAGEMENT

Daffany LaJoy Anglin
  Conflict Management
Renée Marie Brooks
  Conflict Management

+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

MASTER of SCIENCE

MAJOR: First Year Studies

Tabitha Jean Robinson
First Year Studies
David L. Strickland+
First Year Studies
Amanda Woodford+
First Year Studies

Honors Designations

*  Cum Laude - 3.5 grade-point average or above
**  Magna Cum Laude - 3.7 grade-point average or above
***  Summa Cum Laude - 3.9 grade-point average or above
+  HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA
Graduate students only

Honors Statement
Students announced as Honors Scholars have completed the requirements of Kennesaw State's undergraduate honors program and wear red and gold epaulets on their left shoulder to signify this extraordinary academic accomplishment.

Final Degree Audits
Degree completion and honor designations are contingent upon final degree audits. Because the names must be provided to the printer in final form several days prior to commencement, one or more candidates listed herein may have been unable to complete all requirements for the degree. Inability to remove a name at the last moment from the commencement program does not commit the university to grant the diploma to a person thus listed. Similarly, honor status as printed in this program was determined at the end of the previous semester. Final honor status will be noted on the diploma and on the official permanent record.

Note: This program is provided as a courtesy; it is by no means an official or complete record. Some names may not appear because of timing, production and editing processes, incomplete records or deadline/editing complications due to extensive lists of frequently changing names.

Beginning with spring commencement 2008, graduation ceremonies are individually numbered.
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY
Pamela S. Whitten was named Kennesaw State University’s fifth president on June 12, 2018 by the Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia, following a nationwide search. Whitten began her tenure on July 16, 2018, bringing with her a strong emphasis on expanding successful outcomes and meaningful learning experiences for students, boosting faculty research, and providing greater outreach services to the community.

Previously, Whitten served as senior vice president for academic affairs and provost at the University of Georgia (UGA), from February 2014 to June 2018. As the chief academic officer, she was responsible for overseeing instruction, research, public service and outreach, student affairs, and information technology.

During her tenure at UGA, Whitten worked with campus leadership to implement a number of enhancements and innovations to the learning environment, including reducing class sizes, enhancing advising services, and ensuring that all undergraduate students engaged in hands-on learning through internships, research, and other forms of experiential learning opportunities. Her office also identified three Signature Research Themes – improving human health, creating a more secure future, and strengthening communities – and spearheaded enhancements to grants administration and supported faculty hiring initiatives that dramatically increased UGA’s research activity. Through her leadership, the university also deepened its commitment to public service and outreach with new programs related to economic development, community revitalization, and cybersecurity.

Prior to serving as provost at UGA, Whitten was director for telemedicine at the University of Kansas Medical Center before she joined Michigan State University, where she worked her way through the faculty ranks and eventually served as dean of the College of Communication Arts and Sciences.

An internationally recognized expert in the field of telemedicine – the remote delivery of health care services and information – Whitten has conducted research with funding from multiple state and federal agencies such as the National Institutes of Health and the U.S. Department of Commerce. She has published two books and more than 100 peer-reviewed research articles and book chapters.

Whitten holds a Ph.D. in Communication Studies from the University of Kansas, a Master of Arts in Communication from the University of Kentucky and a Bachelor of Science in Management from Tulane University.

ABOUT KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

Since its founding in 1963, Kennesaw State University has been known for its entrepreneurial spirit and sense of community. Kennesaw State is Georgia’s third-largest university, with more than 35,000 undergraduate and graduate students — nearly 5,200 residing on campus — representing 92 countries. Accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Kennesaw State offers more than 150 bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees.

A comprehensive university, Kennesaw State is dedicated to research, teaching and service and provides a unique blend of academic excellence, vibrant student life and world-class facilities. Kennesaw State has been recognized for its First-Year Experience program and as one of the most innovative universities in the region by U.S. News & World Report. The University’s nursing program is the largest in Georgia. Its nursing students are highly sought-after in the medical community and have some of the highest passing rates on the statewide licensing exam. The Bagwell College of Education is the second-largest producer of teachers in the state, and the Michael J. Coles College of Business boasts one of the top 50 part-time MBA programs in the country as ranked by U.S. News & World Report.

Since 2009, the University has awarded Global Engagement Certifications to graduate and undergraduate students as part of its commitment to expanding the global experience. Kennesaw State competes at the NCAA Division I level in the Atlantic Sun Conference. In 2015, the University’s first football team took the field, competing in the Football Championship Subdivision as an associate member of the Big South Conference.

As one of four comprehensive universities in Georgia, Kennesaw State is poised to become a world-class institution.
THE COMMENCEMENT

Rather than an ending, commencement — both the word and the ceremony — represents a beginning. It is appropriate that an occasion marking the beginning of a new phase of life should be conducted with pomp and circumstance, stateliness and tradition. The ceremony of commencement celebrated at colleges and universities throughout the world has its roots in the scholastic traditions of the Middle Ages. It is an ancient, dignified and highly symbolic ritual of conclusion and emergence, a rite of passage into a new life.

MARCHALS/BATONS

Faculty members from each college are chosen to serve as marshals and to assist with the ceremony. These marshals carry KSU batons — created for the inauguration of President Daniel S. Papp — as they lead the processional lines. Like the mace, the baton was originally a war club — though miniature in stature. The four batons, created by biology professor Bowman Davis, are hand-turned staff made out of walnut, featuring a hand-carved, stylized owl, complete with an ebony finish to reflect the styling of the mace. Gold and black tassels complete the batons.

THE DAIS PARTY

The dais party is the last group in the procession to enter the hall. The group consists of the president, the provost and vice president for academic affairs, cabinet members, the registrar, deans of the colleges and invited honored guests, such as the commencement speaker and recipients of awards. When members of the dais party reach their seats, the processional ends. The chief faculty marshal declares the candidates for graduation to be assembled and the ceremony begins.

THE KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY MACE

The honor of leading the academic procession as chief faculty marshal is given to a distinguished Teacher of the Year. Faculty members from each college are chosen to serve as student and faculty marshals and to assist with the ceremony. The ceremonial staff carried by the chief faculty marshal of the academic procession is a symbol of the rich traditions of higher education. The practice of carrying a mace dates back to the Middle Ages, when the mace was designed to be used as a weapon. It was carried by a respected senior member of the community who was chosen to protect and guide the leaders as their group traveled through crowded streets. Kennesaw State takes special pride in its mace, which was designed by Patrick Taylor, former chairman of the Department of Visual Arts, and handcrafted on campus. The polished bronze handgrip is actually a stylized owl. In addition to being Kennesaw State’s mascot, it is the symbol of Athena, the Greek goddess of wisdom. The globe near the top of the mace represents graduates going out into the world. Topping the globe is the traditional symbol of higher education — a lamp of learning, with a flame representing the quest for knowledge. A large bronze medallion displaying the university seal is part of the globe and the festive ribbons streaming from the crown that cradles the globe represent the university colors.

THE CHAIN OF OFFICE

The president of the university wears a gold chain and medallion around her neck, denoting the status of president and the presiding authority over the ceremony. The medallion bears the official university seal. The Kennesaw State University seal is an adaptation of the state seal of Georgia with Kennesaw Mountain in the background. M. Thomson Salter III, professor emeritus of art and a charter member of the faculty, designed the seal.

GONFALONS

The third presidential inauguration at KSU ushered in many new changes, including the academic gonfalons. Banners suspended on a crossbar, gonfalons, are another piece of medieval history that have been incorporated into academic tradition. The gonfalons reflect a timeless style, incorporate the university’s colors and represent all 13 colleges at Kennesaw State University.

ACADEMIC REGALIA

The caps and gowns worn at commencement connect contemporary graduates with scholarly tradition that dates back as long as universities have existed. Clerics, ecclesiastics and scholars wore hoods or caps and heavy gowns at European universities during the Middle Ages. Beginning in the middle of the 14th century, scholars at English universities wore an academic costume of “bunge-and sand-colored habits.” A costume for commencement has been a tradition since the beginning of higher education in America. In 1895, the Intercollegiate Bureau of Academic Costume was created and a standard code of academic dress for commencements was adopted. It calls for the existing cap and gown (the traditional bachelor’s gown with long, open, pointed sleeves) and the master’s gown (with its long sleeves hanging down from the elbow) to set apart the graduates. The doctoral gown has bell-shaped sleeves, with three velvet stripes on each sleeve.
DISCIPLINE COLORS
Agriculture: Maize
Art, Letters and Humanities: White
Business Administration: Drab
Chemistry: Red and Gold
Construction Management: Gold
Dentistry: Lilac
Economics: Copper
Education: Light Blue
Engineering: Orange
Fine Arts, Architecture: Brown
Forestry: Russet
Home Economics: Maroon
Journalism: Crimson
Law: Purple
Library Science: Lemon
Medicine: Green
Music: Pink
Nursing: Apricot
Oratory: Silver Gray
Pharmacy: Olive Green
Philosophy: Dark Blue
Physical Education: Sage Green
Public Administration: Peacock Blue
Public Health: Salmon Pink
Science: Gold Yellow
Social Work: Citron
Theology or Divinity: Scarlet
Veterinary Science: Gray

HONOR SOCIETIES
During commencement, students who are members of honor societies at Kennesaw State University are eligible to wear the following approved designations of their respective society.

Alpha Kappa Delta, Sociology–Teal Cords
Alpha Phi Sigma, Criminal Justice–Royal Blue and Yellow Cords
Alpha Rho Chi, Architecture–Sanguine and Azure Cords
Beta Alpha Psi, Accounting–Red Ribbon with Medallion
Beta Gamma Sigma, Business–Blue and Gold Cords
Beta Kappa Lambda, Music–White and Gold Cords
Blue Key National Honor Society, All Majors–Gold Medallion
Delta Phi Delta, Speech and Communication–Red and Gold Cords
Delta Sigma Pi, Business–Blue and White Cords
Delta Sigma Theta, Business–Gold Stole
Phi Alpha Alpha, Public Administration–Teal and Gold Cords
Phi Alpha Theta, History–Red and Blue Cords
Phi Beta Delta, International Scholars Society–Medallion with Red and Gold Ribbon
Phi Delta Phi, Psychology–Blue and Gold Cords
Pi Alpha Chi, Accounting–Red Ribbon with Medallion
Pi Beta Delta, International Scholars Society–Medallion with Red and Gold Ribbon
Pi Eta Sigma, All Majors–Black and Gold Cords
Pi Kappa Phi, All Majors–Gold, White, Blue Medallion, Royal-Blue Ribbon
Pi Lambda Upsilon, Chemistry–Blue and Pink Cords
Pi Mu Epsilon, Mathematics–Violet, Gold, and Lavender
Pi Sigma Alpha, Political Science–Red, Black, and White Cords
Psi Chi, Psychology–Blue and Gold Cords
Sigma Delta Pi, Spanish–Gold and Red Cords
Sigma Iota Rho, International Affairs–Purple and Gold Cords
Sigma Lambda Chi, Construction Management–Green and Gold Cords and Medallions
Sigma Tau Delta, English–Red and Black Cords
Sigma Theta Tau, Nursing–Orchid and White Cords
Tau Upsilon Alpha, Human Services–Gold Stole with Royal Blue Lettering
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, Computer and Information Disciplines–Maroon and White Cords

KSU ARMED FORCES VETERAN RECOGNITION
Air Force–Air Force Insignia
Army–Army Insignia
Coast Guard–Coast Guard Insignia
Marine Corp–Marine Corp Insignia
Navy–Navy Insignia

OTHER DEPARTMENT COLORS
Center for Young Adult Addiction and Recovery–Purple Cord
Department of Athletics–Black Stole with gold trim and Lettering
Thrive Scholars Program/Dept. First-Year Transition Studies–Teal and Silver Cords
UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, INC.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
James P. Dunn, Chair (Temp. recused)
Trenton D. Turk, Vice Chair, Chair Elect (Acting Chair)
Jo Ann Chitty, Immediate Past Chair
Hollister A. Hill, Secretary
Andre Schnabl, Treasurer
Walton C. Bryde
Steven I. Cadranel
Michael J. Coles
Clark F. Hungerford
Julie B. Kimball
Catherine Land Waters
Steven E. Nicholson
Theodore L. Parrish
James Christopher Pike
Bob M. Prillaman
J. Larry Stevens
Dr. Pamela Whitten

TRUSTEES
Mr. Chester A. Austin
Mr. Thomas N. Bagwell
Mr. Richard A. Bennett
Mr. Walton C. Bryde
Mr. Steven I. Cadranel
Mr. Wesley E. Cantrell, Sr.
Mrs. Jo Ann Chitty
Mr. Charles C. Clay
Dr. Michael J. Coles
Mr. Jim Croft
Mr. Donald E. Davidson
Mr. William E. Darden, Jr.
Mr. Stephen W. Dils
Mr. James P. Dunn
Dr. Stanley H. Dysart
Ms. Connie L. Engel
Mrs. Jennifer Britt Fleck
Mr. Carl J. Frinzi, Sr.
Mr. Kirk M. Gadebusch
Mr. Reuel E. Hamilton, III
Mr. Joseph J. Handy
Mr. William M. Hayes
Ms. Hollister A. Hill
Mr. Frank M. Howard
Mr. Thomas W. Hughes
Mr. Clark F. Hungerford
Mr. I. Barry Hyman
Mr. Donald Johnson
Mr. G. Donald Johnson
Mr. Scott C. Johnston
Mr. Douglas E. Jones
Mr. George W. Kalafut
Ms. Julie Kimball
Mr. Lawrence P. Kraska
Mr. William G. Lako, Jr.
Mrs. Catherine Land Waters
Mrs. Ellen E. Langford
Mr. Harold E. Linnenkohl
Mr. Shepherd D. Long
Mr. Benjamin L. Looper
Mrs. Judith Moen
Mr. William T. Nelson
Mr. Steven E. Nicholson

Dr. Linda Noble
Mr. Hector A. Padilla
Mr. Theodore L. Parrish
Mrs. Deborah H. Pike
Mr. James Christopher Pike
Dr. Bob M. Prillaman
Mr. Michael S. Quinlan
Mr. Norman J. Radow
Mr. Dan L. Rakestraw
Mr. Andre Schnabl
Mr. Charles T. Sharbaugh
Mr. Douglas Shore
Mr. Richard S. Siegel
Mr. R. Terry Smith
Mr. J. Larry Stevens
Mr. Trenton D. Turk
Dr. Nnaoke Ufere
Ms. Valery Voyles
Mr. David R. Walens
Mr. Robert K. Walsh, Jr.
Dr. Pamela Whitten
Mr. Mark L. Williams

TRUSTEES EMERITI
Mr. Jonathan F. Anderson
Mr. Brent D. Armstrong
Mr. H. Neil Barfield
Mr. Fred D. Bentley, Sr.
Ms. Sarah C. Brown
Mr. Kenneth W. Cannestra
Mr. Dennis Cooper
Mr. Stevan H. Crew
Mr. William B. Dunaway
Ms. Jo Ann A. Durham
Ms. Nina C. Frey
Mr. James E. Henderson
Mr. Thomas E. Hill
Mr. Richard L. Holmes
Mr. T. Fitz Johnson
Mr. Mark R. Kirk
Mrs. Janie Maddox
Senator Mack F. Mattingly
Ms. Beverly L. McAfee
Mr. John H. Moore
Ms. Malinda J. Mortin
Mr. Samuel O’Briant
Mr. Nicholas S. Papleacos
Mr. W. Wyman Pilcher, III
Mr. James H. Powell
Mr. Lee E. Rhyant
Mr. Michael B. Russell
Mr. Joseph I. Sewell, Jr.
Mr. Kessel D. Stelling, Jr.
Mr. Fred E. Stillwell
Dr. D. Arnold Tillman
Mr. Matthew Towery
Dr. Charles Underwood
Mr. Ralph W. Walker, III
Mr. Lawrence D. Wheeler

HONORARY TRUSTEES
Former Gov. Joe Frank Harris
U.S. Sen. Johnny H. Isakson

* EX-OFFICIO MEMBER
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF GEORGIA

Steve Wrigley, Chancellor

BOARD OF REGENTS

C. Dean Alford
Chris Cummiskey
W. Allen Gudenrath
Erin Hames
Bárbara Rivera Holmes
C. Thomas Hopkins, Jr.
James M. Hull, Chair
Donald M. Leebern, Jr.
Laura Marsh
Neil L. Pruitt, Jr.
Sarah-Elizabeth Reed
Sachin Shailendra
E. Scott Smith
Kessel D. Stelling, Jr.
Benjamin J. Tarbutton, III
Richard L. Tucker
Thomas Rogers Wade
Don L. Waters, Vice Chair
Philip A. Wilheit, Sr.

KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

Pamela S. Whitten, President

PRESIDENT’S CABINET

Julia Ayers
VP for Government Relations
Jeff Delaney
VP and Chief Information Officer
James Dunn
Interim VP for Advancement, Development & KSU Foundation
Lynda Johnson
Exec Administrator to the President and Chief of Protocol
Alex McGee
VP for External Affairs & Chief of Staff
Nkumeh Nwakaego
VP & Chief Legal Affairs Officer
Ronald Matson
Interim Provost and VP for Academic Affairs
Julie Peterson
Chief Business Officer
Brenda Stopher
Acting Assoc VP of Enrollment Services
K.C. White
Vice President for Student Affairs

PRESIDENT’S ADVISORY COUNCIL

Danielle Buehrer
Interim VP for Institutional Effectiveness
(Dual report President and Provost)
Tammy DeMel
Asst VP for Communication
Erika Gravett
Title IX & Institutional Equity (reports to President, BOR and Legal Affairs)
Ron Koger
Special Asst to the President, Marietta Campus
Erik Malewski
Chief Diversity Officer
Don McGarey
Interim VP for Research
Lesley Netter-Snowden
Chief Internal Auditor
Milton Overton
Athletic Director
James Taylor
Executive Assistant to the President
Alice Wheelwright
Assoc VP for Marketing & Communications

KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Nathan Humphrey, President
David McKoy, Vice President
Teronzo Helm, Treasurer
Tanjalon Lewis, Secretary
Steve Ellis, Immediate Past President
Jim Dunn, Pres. Designee

DIRECTORS

Trent Anderson
Steve Butler
Greg Barner
Allan Bishop
Brad Borum
Victoria Beber
Johnny Camp
Heather Corbin
Inger Eberhart
Robert Graham
Dustin Grau
Tyler Isgett
David Jett
Tracy Logue
Barbara Lusk
Betsy Madrerohon
Caric Martin
Wayne McGary
Ashlie Pendley
Kryss Roch
Mike Russell
David Rutherford
Ed Stone
Amanda Thrash
Jaret Usher
Reid Wilborn

EMERITI

Ben Phillips
Ray Pinkerton
Alma Mater

Gaudeamus Igitur
Anonymous, 18th Century German Melody
Lyrics by Cynthia Parks ’82

Kennesaw, dear Kennesaw,
Nestled in the Georgia pines,
What a special place you hold,
Treasured in this heart of mine.
For the candles you set burning,
Lighting paths of love of learning,
For the gifts you have given me,
Kennesaw, I will cherish thee.

Kennesaw, dear Kennesaw,
Fairest of the Southland’s fame,
Sons and daughters gathered here,
Stand to praise thy lovely name.
For the friendships that were made here,
For the dreams we dared to dream here,
Kennesaw, we will cherish thee,
Kennesaw, we will cherish thee.